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MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF ATMOSPHERIC
DENSITY IN THE REGION 30 TO 110 km
by Paul Morgenstern and Ronald G. Orner
Walden Research Corporation
Cambridge, Massachusetts
SUMMARY
Density-altitude profiles from 437 rocket soundings for various por-
tions of the altitude interval 30 to 200 km have been statistically
studied for the detection of systematic time and space variations. The
investigation also considered possible relationships between upper at-
mospheric density changes and variations in electromagnetic and corpus-
cular solar radiation. Multivariate regression analysis techniques were
used to test for significant independent variables and to develop empiri-
cal prediction equations.
Below 65 km, seasonal effects weighted by latitude account for almost
all significant density variations. There is a mid-region at about 65 km
where diurnal as well as seasonal effects explain most of the variation,
and at the high altitude region above 75 km, extra-terrestrial effects ap-
pear to become more important. The seasonal variations show a lag effect
which decreases with height from 30 to 65 km. The diurnal variations near
65 km indicate a latitude dependence with peak densities near midnight at
high latitudes and near midday at low latitudes.
INIRODUCTION
A knowledge of time and space variations in atmospheric properties
above 30 km (about 100,000 feet) altitude is becoming increasingly im-
portant in the planning of various scientific experiments and the design
of aerospace vehicles.	 The basic means of obtaining such knowledge is
to study the atmospheric data gathered at various times and locations
about the earth. 	 Of the three thermodynamic properties of the atmosphere
observed at high altitudes - temperature, pressure and density - tempera-
' ture is commonly the more directly observed property up to about 60 km,
while the density (mass density or number density) is more commonly
directly observed above 60 km, particularly at altitudes above 100 km
(about 300,000 feet).	 In addition, density is the atmospheric property
which more directly influences certain space operations, such as reentry
of space vehicles.	 Consequently, the study of the variability of this
atmospheric property is of prime practical importance.
The objective of the current study program is to provide more com-
prehensive estimates of the space and time variations of atmospheric
. f
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density in the height region 30 to 200 km than have heretofore been
available. The upper half of this region, that is the height interval 90
to 200 km, is conspicuously deficient in observational evidence to sup-
port existing models. Below 90 km the atmosphere is known to exhibit
important latitudinal and seasonal density variations with evidence of an
isopycnic layer in the vicinity of 90 km. Diurnal variations between 30
and 90 km have not been clearly identified although there are reasons to
suspect that they do exist. Thus, it is evident that substantial gaps
exist in our knowledge of the 30 to 200 km region and further investiga-
tion is required.
The region above 200 km has been shown to exhibit systematic latitudinal,
seasonal, and diurnal density variations (Ref. 1). Analyses of satellite
drag-acceleration data above 200 km also have shown a dependence of density
on both solar and geomagnetic activity (Ref. 1). The present study is
designed to search for similar relationships rt the lower altitudes.
Several recent model atmosphere studies have used the technique of
stratifying the total data sample of upper atmospheric soundings into discrete
space and time intervals based on a selected set of classification criteria
(Refs. 2 and 3). These quasi-homogeneous data cells then were statistically
analyzed for systematic variations by permitting one factor to chan ge while
^ioldiog all otners constant.
The analysis technique of sub-classification, although simple in its
application, possesses several 	 fundamental	 limitations, the most serious
of which is the large number of cases required for establishing conclusive
results.	 For example, to test the significance of only three independent
variables such as season, time of day, and.latitude,which are stratified into
four, two and,four groupings, respectively, yields a total of 32 subclasses.
Testing for significant differences between these classifications
necessitates that each contain sufficient sample sizes to provide reliable
statistical estimates.	 This problem is particularly troublesome if the
differences to be detected are small, such as in the case of diurnal
variations.
	
As other factors are added to the analysis problem, the total
data sample required rapidly increases beyond practical
	
bounds.
A second disadvantage of the sub-classification method is that the class
limits must be established in advance on the basis of generally incomplete
information.	 The principal	 physical mechanisms operating in the upper
atmosphere to produce density changes are not fully identified and,thus,the
establishment of class intervals must be made in a somewhat arbitrary manner.
Although Minzner and Morgenstern (Ref. 2) have suggested a complex scheme
for classifying atmospheric density from rocket launches by season, time of
day and latitude of the launch site, 	 this system was subJect to ilie validity
of the assumpLions on ti.0 times dela y s ire atmos pheric affects.
Finally, the method of subclassification has the shortcoming that it
provides no functional
	 relation between the independent variables and den-
sity variations which can be used for prediction or interpolation purposes.
2
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For these reasons, the method of sub-classification does not serve as a
satisfactory analysis technique where many variables are involved. At the
same time it is important to note that the method does possess the advantage
that no aaprio^ri assumption on the form of the cause -effect relationship is
required: - In particular this fact simplified the task of including non-linear
processes in the analysis.
Many of the limitations inherent in the stratification method described
above for analyzing the density data may be overcome by using an alternate
method of analysis. In particular multiple regression methods present
several features which are attractive to the current application. One of the
principal advantages multiple regression analysis techniques possess is that
the entire sample can be considered simultaneously as opposed to the method of
partitioning the data into subsets. This feature facilitates extracting all
the statistical information contained in a given sample. Multiple regression
techniques also permit analysis of the data by considering the independent
variables to be continuous ones rather than discrete variables. This
characteristic is decidedly more desirable in dealing with the interpretation
of geophysical parameters. Finally, tine adaptation of multiple reqression
techniques to automatic data processing systems coupled with a stepwise
screening procedure permits a rapid evaluation of the statistical significance
r7	 of many different independent variables in terms of their utility in
explaining observed upper altitude density variations.
The current study is very much analogous to the work reported by
DeVries, Friday and Jones (Ref. 4). These authors considered the problem
of analyzing density data derived from tracking information of several low
altitude satellites in the height region 160 to 210 km. Multiple regression
analysis techniques in conjunction with a stepwise screening procedure
were used to investigate the existence of significant periodic relationships
as well as the influence of other geophysical variables. The current study
has been designed to follow a similar research plan only the application
is to data obtained by rocket soundings over the 30 to 200 km height region.
The authors wish to acknowledge the assistance of Professor E. N.
Lorenz for his valuable suggestions during the course of this study.
DATA SOURCE AND PRELIMINARY PROCESSING STEPS
Data Sample
A total of 437 soundings covering the period 1947 to early 1965,
assembled previously under earlier study programs ( Ref. 5),were used for
the current analysis. This basic data was originally collected from 45
different sources including journal articles, institutional reports and
private communications. Table I gives an inventory of the soundings showing
3
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the number available from each of 25 different launch sites. With the
exception of three flights, data published in the reports of the
Meteorological Rocket Network (MRN) (Ref. 6) were not taken as the basic
source of data in this study. MRN reports do, however, contain the same
or revised forms of data for a considerable number of soundings used in this
study.
Measurement techniques.- Table II lists several of the measurement
techniques t at have been used to obtain the soundings contained in the
current sample, indicating the altitude range of applicability of the tech-
nique and giving estimates of the associated measurement errors (Ref. 1).
f=	 The primary thermodynamic parameter sought differs between these various
methods, but if this property is determined over an extended altitude region,
the altitude profile of the parameter measured can be used to derive altitude
profiles of the other properties (see Ref. 2). Profiles of density
versus altitude alone generally are sufficient to perform the requisite
mathematical operations to deduce the other variables. The conversion
of temperature-altitude profiles .requires an additional piece of infor-
mation containing a reference-level value of pressure (or of density).
This information is normally obtained by means of a balloon borne radio-
sonde which is released in conjunction with the rocket probe. The infor-
mation derived from the balloon radiosonde not only yields a reference
value for processing the rocket derived observations, but also provides
FP	 a mechanism for extending the thermodynamic profile of the atmosphereover the entire balloon-rocket observation range. This procedure is
widely used in current applications by the stations of the Meteorological
Rocket (network.
To preserve the integrity of the observations, atmospheric soulding data
most frequently are published for the actual altitudes of the measurements.
The current statistical study, however, requires that those data be normalized
to a common set of altitudes. The procedures used to interpolate the basic
source data into density profiles at successive integer geopotential altitude...
has been described by Schultz (Ref. 8). These interpolated records were the
initial data base for the current investigation.
Distribution of the soundings in time and space.- The frequency distribu-
tion of e 437 soundings as a functiono time of year and launch site
location is present in Table III. A discussion of the diurnal distribution of
the soundings as well as a description of the special seasonal, latitudinal,
and diurnal classification scheme used to categorize the soundings are given
in the next section. The summaries in Table III, however, clearly indicate
that the predominate source of these data are from launch sites located in
sub-tropical latitudes. The seasonal distribution of these soundings shows
a peak during the autumn months and a minimum during the winter montn.s.
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DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE SIZE WITH
LATITUDE AND SEASON
1--
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The variety of instrumentation techniques used to obtain these
soundings also introduces a heterogeneity in the altitude region over which
the observations are available. A review of the effective altitude range
for these measurement techniques as given in Table II, shows the degree of
overlap between the various systems. The distribution of sample size as a
function of altitude for the 437 soundings is given in Table IV and
illustrates a marked maximum near 55 km with a rapid drop in measurements
above 85 km. The frequency distribution given in Table IV reflects the
editing of the original data which was performed in this study, and is
discussed in detail below.
Preliminary Data Processing
Several preliminary operations were performed on the basic sounding data
in preparation for the statistical analysis part of the study. The objective
of this preliminary work was three-fold: (1) to check the quality of the data
by sc-eeninthe observations and applying appropriate editing to suspect
values, (23 to merge the density-altitude profiles with supplementary
information to be used as independent variables in the multiple regression
analysis, and (3) to format the records into a structure convenient for the
subsequent statistical processing. A brief description of the procedures used
for each of these steps is presented in the following sections.
Checking and editin .- The basic data set, used for analysis in this
investt1g o
	 ee^jected to screenin and editing in previous studies
of related upper atmosphere problems (Ref. 2^j. It is desirable to review
briefly the editing performed in this earlier work before describing the
additional testing conducted in the current program.
The originally published forms of the soundings used had the common
feature of density-altitude profiles p{z} in one of a number of systems of
units. These were all converted to the mks system for uniformity of units.
In addition, the density altitude data were used to derive new temperature
altitude profiles for each sounding using a numerical integration procedure
described by Minzner and Sauerman (Ref. 9). The complete set of soundings
were published in separate scientific technical report by Minzner,
Morgenstern and Mello (Ref. 5).
The calculated temper&tures served as a basis for checking the quality
of the density data and for verifying the key-punching accuracy. The
procedure used consisted of comparing the computed temperatures with
(1) interpolated values of the temperatures from the U. S. Standard Atmosphere
(Ref. 10), and (2) with the originally published temperatures when these were
available. The differences between the several temperature profiles were
then reviewed noting lacyc differences or any abrupt change in differences
from one level to the next. Such situations resul t —om abnormal vertical
density gradients, and suggested,keypunch errors or other difficulties in the
basic data cards. The related basic data were then checked and corrected
when necessary.
WALDEN RESEARCH CORPORATION
TABLE IV
DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE SIZE WITH ALTITUDE
HEIGHT SAMPLE HEIGHT SAMPLE
(km) SIZE (km) SIZE
30 145 120 13
35 197 125 13
40 220 130 13
45 277 135 13
50 298 140 12
55 303 145 12
60 285 150 13
65 215 155 10
70 171 160 10
75 155 165 10
80 131 170 12
85 104 175 12
90 66 180 11
95 57 185 10
100 41 190 10
105 38 195 10
110 23 200 9
115 22
9
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tSome observed density data were shown by the temperature test to have a
very erratic behavior, which most likely was not real but probably represen-
ted the uncertainty in some phase of the measurement. Where such erratic
observations resulted in density inversions, i.e., density increasing with
increasing altitude, the data were ei er a iminated or smoothed in one o`
two ways: (1) in a selective smoothing process, individual data points were
adjusted to eliminate isolated density inversions, and (2) in a number of
other instances where many inversions existed within a sounding, a third-
order root-mean -square fit was made of the entire sounding. Soundings con-
taining identical densities for two successive levels yielded impossible
temperatures at the lowest of these levels, and these cases were eliminated
by selective adjustment of density-data pairs.
The sounding profiles as modified from their original published values by
the procedures described above, were subjected to further screening in the
present study to identify questionable individual measurements. The reason
for this emphasis on even eliminating individual erroneous data points within
a sounding, was that a subsequent step in the preliminary data processing
plan consisted of smoothing the profiles to remove selected wave number
components. Although the amplitude of an undetected, large spurious value
contained in the profiles would be reduced by this smoothing, the smoothing
operation also would tend to transmit some of the error into adjacent
altitudes. This effect is an undesirable one for any subsequent regression
analysis of the data and, therefore, further checking of the data appeared
advisable.
To facilitate the screening process each sounding was machine plotted for
graphic display of the individual data points. The
'
raphs were constructed
by calculating and plotting the percent de parture between the density-altitude
values of the given sounding and an idealized profile based on averages
for t0c entire set of 437 soundings. This differencing scoeme bot;
linearizes tyre density scale and amplifies anomalous values.
Because the number of graphs to be generated was relatively large, a
special purpose computer subroutine was developed which utilized the computer
system printer as a high-speed plotter. Carriage spacing on the line feed
was used to generate an integer height scale while the integer value of
the percent density departure determined the print position for the da+a
points. To eliminate the possible noise effect of sampling fluctuations in
the reference sounding upon the percent density departure profiles, a
smoothed mean reference sounding was generated. This reference profile was
derived by applying aleast square polynominal regression on the observed 	 z
mean density profile.
*
 After a certain amount of numerical experimentation,
the following fourth-degree polynomial was obtained which yielded a very
good approximation to the mean densi'^y (p) up to about 135 km,
The regression actually was performed on the logarithms of the mean
density profile.
10
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p(z) = exp (bo + biz + b2 Z2 + b 3 Z 3 + b4 Z4)
	
(1)
where
bo	 = 0.2176377E+01
b i	= -0.2723788E+00
b 2	= 0.2810370E-02
b 3	 = -0.2329382E-04
b4	= 0.6503292E-07
and (z) is the geometric altitude in kilometers. Equation (1) can be used to
approximate the mean density profile as a function of geopotential altitude
by substituting (h) for (z) where (h) is given by
h 
= T-z	 (2)
wheri R is an effective mean radius of the earth and has a value 6356.766
km (Ref. 1). Above 135 km the approximation given by Equation (1) became
more unreliable, but still sufficiently adequate for evaluating the
relatively few soundings in the data base which exceeded this altitude.
Examples of the graphs produced by this procedure are given in Figures
1 and 2. These examples have been selected to illustrate the features of the
profiles which were checked further for possible errors. Figure 1 shows two
data points at 47 and 48 km which are substantially different than the values
only one kilometer above and below. A subsequent check of the original
publication for this data indicated a transcription error and the correction
was made in the current data. Figure 2 shows a profile measured by means of
light scatteriny techniques (Ref. 11) and indicates a very sharp gradient
above 60 km. Again a subsequent review of the original publication indicated
that this measurement technique tends to become unreliable at these altitudes.
Consequently all soundings using this measurement technique were truncated
{	 above 60 km.
A review of all the plotted profiles indicated that 45 of teem required
further editing. In each case the original source was consulted for
confirmation of the data. In a number of these cases, the original investi-
gator noted those segments of the sounding for which the data were
coo,sidered questionable similar to the illustration given above. This
information together with considerations of consistency, and known limitations
in the measurement techniques provided the basis for editing these soundings.
4	 A listing of the editing performed is given in Appendix A.
Numerical smoothing.- It is easily recognized that the numerous sources
of upper-air soundings and the variety of measurement techniques which are
represented in the data sample assembled for this investigation constitute a
,r
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relatively heterogeneous data base. Not only do the measurement techniques
and instrumentation differ, but in many instances data reduction procedures
differ even when the same type of measurements are obtained. A preliminary
smoothing of the density-altitude profiles to affect a greater degree of
homogeneity of the data sample appeared highly desirable.
The methods of smoothing and filtering commonly applied to time series
may be applied equally as well to space smoothing and filtering in one
dimension, except, that the terms "wavelength" and "wave-number" (number of
waves in a given distance) are used instead of period and frequency,
respectively. Also in space smoothing in one dimension, the term "wave-
number response"may be substituted for frequency response of the filter.
The objective of this smoothing is to attenuate the amplitude of high
wave numbers or noise in the soundings without significantly affecting the
more meaningful low frequency components. Hence,it will be necessary to
prescribe a critical wave number above which the fluctuations are to be
attenuated and below which they will pass unaltered.
In selecting a numerical filter or smoothing function several features
of the response were considered. First, we require that the mean of the
smoothed data remain unchanged from the mean of the original data. Second, it
is desirable that the smoothing function does not shift the phase of waves
over the range of wavelength under investigation. In addition, it is
necessary to consider the effect of any side lobes which the filter possesses
and,finally,we should be concerned with the computation problems of
implementing the filter.
Generally,the smoothing function consists of a series of the fractional
values or weights which are applied to the original data. The mean value of
the data is preserved if this smoothing function is designed such that the
sum of these weights is unity, while the phase of the waves will be
unaltered by requiring that the smoothing function be an even one. A commonly
used smoothing which satisfies these conditions is one in which the weights
are proportional to the ordinates of the normal probability curve.
For greater computation convenience, the normal curve filter can be
approximated rather closely by choosing the wei Ats proportional to the
coefficients in the binominal expansion of (p+q q} . This follows from the
well-known property that the envelope of these coefficients approaches the
shape of the normal curve as (m) increases. "he wave-number response of the
binominal smoothing function is given by
R{ k} = cosm (TrkAL)
	
(3)
where (k) is the wave number, and AL is the distance between consecutive data
points. Brooks and Carruthers (Ref. 12) have described a very simple computa-
tional procedure for synthesizing the binominal smoothing function. This
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technique is based on repeated application of the basic two-point filter
consisting of the weights 1/2 and 1/2 to simulate higher powers of the bi-
nomial expansion. A modified form of this method was adopted in this study
'-	 by using the elementary filter with normalized weights 1/4, 1/2 and 1/4
Y _	 corresponding to the binomial coefficients in the expansion of (p+q)Z.
Figure 3 shows the wave-number response for a single pass and for multiple
passes of this filter. The curve shows, for example, that the amplitude of
oscillations with a wavelength of 5 km are reduced to 65 percent of the
unfiltered value by a single pass of the filter. A triple application of the
filter reduces these amplitudes to approximately 30 percent of their initial
value, whereas a quintuple application reduces the amplitude of these
=	 fluctuations to only about 10 percent of their initial value. For oscillations
of wavelength 20 km, corresponding to two scale heights at about 120 km
I'	 altitude, the attenuations are 97, 93, and 89 percent, respectively.
As an initial test of these filters, approximately a dozen soundings were
processed by a single pass and up to 10 multiple passes. Figures 4 through 6
illustrate the application of these filters to a typical atmospheric sounding
derived from a falling-sphere experiment. *
 These graphs show the smoothed
profile values plotted as percent departures from the reference mean to
linearize the scale. The results from a single pass are seen still to conta'n
substantial high wave-number components. Three passes have eliminated most
of this, whereas five passes begin to effect the amplitude of some of the
longer wave features of the profile. From these and other similar results, it
appeared that three passes of the binomial filter removed most of the small
scale fluctuations without major attenuation of the wavelengths greater than
two scale heights. Hence this was the filter selected and applied to every
sounding in the data set.
Merging with other parameters.- Jacchia (Ref. 13) has shown that the
temperature in the atmospherea above 200 km is positively related to geo-
magnetic activity. Since one of the objectives of the current study is to
determine whether similar relationships exist below 200 km, geomagnetic index
i"	 data were collected for the current inventory of 437 soundings. The index of
x.`	 geomagnetic activity used is one developed by Bartels (Ref. 14). Bartels'
index measures the range during a 3-hour interval of the most disturbed
component (horizontal or vertical) of the geomagnetic field. His planetary
index Kp is calculated as an average from 12 selected observations wherein
each of the individual site values have been standardized to compensate for
local anomalies. The scale of this index is a geometrically increasing one
designed to correspond to the latitude variation in the intensity of
magnetic disturbance. It has the range 0 to 9 in twenty-seven equal steps.
Three-hour values of the planetary geomagnetic index have been published
continuously in the Journal of Geophysical Research since 1949. These data
The filter was applied to the logarithm of the density values.
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were abstracted for the three-hour period, bracketing the launch date and time
of the soundings. In addition, the eight previous 3-hour values have been
abstracted to permit an investigation of lag relationships. Appendix B
provides a listing of these data. Each sounding is identified by a date-time-
site sequence followed by the Kp index starting with the previous 24-hour
value and ending with the index observed during the three-hour period
bracketing the launch time.
The quasi-logarithmically scaled Kp index may be converted to a linear
"equivalent amplitude" scale a (in gammas) by means of the conversions given
in Table V. K values given i g Appendix B were converted to values of ap by
means of a com^uter program and merged with the basic sounding records.
To facilitate the investigation of functional relationships between
atmospheric density and time, it is more convenient to express time as a
continuous variable rather than as a sum of years, days and months. A con-
ventional way of doing this is to express the date and time of the soundings
by their Julian date. The Julian date gives a continuous count of time elapsed
since Greenwich mean noon on January 1, 4713 B.C.; for example, the Julian
date on January 1, 1962 is 2,437,665.5.
The Julian date in terms of days and fractions of a day was calculated
for the Greenwich mean time and the local apparent time of each sounding. These
values were added to each record of the data set. In addition, the Julian day
number for the first day of the year of each sounding was calculated and added
to each record.
The listings given in Appendix B also tabulated the latitude of the launch
site. This information was merged with the basic sounding records to permit
the investigation for latitudinal dependences on density variations. Southern
hemisphere sites were assigned negative latitude values.
Sort ing and formatter. A limited number of the soundings included in the
data set were incomplete, primarily due to missing observations of solar flux
or geomagnetic index. Since there appeared to be no feasible way to
compensate for the missing data in the statistical analysis, and since relatively
few soundings were incomplete, the incomplete records were simply eliminated
from the data set. This editing resulted in the removal of six soundings from
the basic set of 437 soundings. The computer program that was developed to
edit the data, and to calculate and insert Julian dates is listed in
Appendix C.
The final step in the data preparation was to sort the data records so
that they would be listed on the data tape by altitude, the low altitudes
first and the high altitudes last. This was done by means of a standard
IBM sort program (Ref. 151).
Planetary geomagnetic index data were not available for the soundings taken
in 1947 and 1948.
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TABLE V
CONVERSIONS BETWEEN K  AND a 
K
a 
0. 0
0+ 2
1- 3
1. 4
1+ 5
2- 6
2. 7
2+ 9
3- 12
3. 15
3+ 18
4- 22
4. 27
4+ 32
5-, 39
5. 48
5+ 56
6- 67
6. 80
6+ 94
7- 111
7. 132
7 154
8:. 179
8. 207
8+ 236
9- 300
9. 400
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The sorted, edited data tape now contains one logical record for each density
observation. The information given within each of these records is listed
in Table VI. A detailed description of the record format and data storage
parameters for these data will be found in Appendix C.
DIURNAL VARIATIONS IN ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY
Diurnal variations of atmospheric density in the upper atmosphere
represent one of the least well documented elements of model atmosphere studies.
Because the magnitude of diurnal density changes are generally recognized to
be small by comparison to seasonal and latitudinal variations, a large effort
is required to obtain sufficient measurements to characterize the diurnal cycle.
Quiroz (Ref. 1) has synthesized a tentative model for density variations up
to 90 km based on the limited observational evidence which has been collected.
His model suggests that the magnitude of the diurnal range increases with
height up to about 90 km,where a quasi-isopycnic layer has been observed. In
the 30 to 40 km interval, the diurnal range is estimated to be 2 to 5 percent
with a minimum during the daytime. In the 45 to 90 km interval, observations
indicate d diurnal range of 10 percent with the maximum density occurring in
the afternoon. There is a suggestion that a maximum in the diurnal range
exists near 65 km,where 25 percent variations have been recorded.
Previously published results by Minzner and Morgenstern (Ref. 2) on the
latitudinal dependence of density variations have treated seasonal and diurnal
effects independently. That is, seasonal variations have been shown without
regard to diurnal factors, and vice versa. The basic calculations which
produced these results, however, permit an analysis of the data on the
basis of the joint variations due to latitude, season, and time of day. This
is feasible because of a system of three-way stratification which was used to
classify the data into quasi-homogeneous cells. In spite of the limitations
of the stratification method discussed earlier, the availability of a
processed set of results appeared to justify the effort required to perform
a more detailed analysis. The following sections describe the stratification
scheme originally used to classify the data,and discuss the analysis of the
results for diurnal variations as a function of season and latitude.
Description of the Stratification Scheme
A detailed description of the method for stratifying the 437 soundings
into season, latitude, and time of day has been published with the earlier
analyses (Ref. 2). Several permutations of this scheme were tested for its
suitability to the given data base; one of these was selected as the best
compromise and is briefly described.
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TABLE VI
CONTENT OF DATA TAPE !tCORDS
SE UENCE DATA
1 Date and time (GMT) of sounding
2 Launch site code
3 Measurement technique code
4 Height in geopotential km
5 Density in kg/m3
6 10.7 cm solar flux for preceding day
7 10.7 cm solar flux for same day
8 Local apparent time
9 Sub-solar angle
10 Shadow height in km
11 Geomagnetic index (-24 hours)
12 (-21 hours)
13 "	 (-18 hours)
14 (-15 hours)
15 It ( - 12 hours)
16 It(- 9 hours)
17 (- 6 hours)
18 (- 3 hours)
19 (current)
20 Latitude of launch site
21 Julian date (GMT)
22 Julian date (local apparent time)
23 Julian date (GMT at beginning of
year)
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The seasonal classification and coding of the soundings is based on
partitioning the data into the four, nearly equal, time intervals as
shown in Table VII. The dates defining the limits of these intervals were
keyed to the occurrence of the vernal equinox. For leap years, one day is
added to the day of the year for the months March through December.
Correspondingly, no correction is made for the accumulated quarter-day errors
in successive members of the remainder of the four year cycle insofar as
the seasonal division is concerned. For southern hemisphere sites the
seasons are inverted by substracting 183 from the number of the day of the year
when that number is equal to or greater than 183, or by adding 183 when
that number is less than 183.
In addition to the four season classification, two extreme-season periods
of about 46 days in duration have been designated which span the middle of
the summer and winter seasons.
The classification of launch sites into latitude belts is shown in
Table VIII. This division allows for 7 latitude belts in a single hemisphere,
each belt being 15 degrees wide with the exception of the tropical and polar
belts which are only 7.5 degrees in one hemisphere. Data from a particular
latitude belt in the southern hemisphere are combined with the data in the
corresponding latitude belt in the northern hemisphere after the southern
hemisphere data have had a 183-day phase shift applied prior to the seasonal
designation.
The coding of diurnal cycles into a three-division classification is
based jointly on the sub-solar angle or zenith angle of the sun, and the
height of the earth's shadow during nighttime periods. The limits for these
criteria are given in Table IX. The daytime cases are defined as those during
which the sub-solar angle is less than 60 degrees; the shadow height must
necessarily be zero for these cases. Nighttime cases are defined as those
conditions during which the subsolar angle is greater than 60 degrees, and the
siiadow height -is greater than 300 km. All intermediate conditions which do
not satisfy either the daytime or nighttime criteria are classified as
transi-iion cases.
The seasonal distribution of sample sizes resulting from this
classification scheme have been shown earlier in Table II. There are at least
four general factors which contribute to the disproportionate distribution
of the sample size- these factors involve geographical, sociological,
psychological and astronomical considerations. Of these, only the latter
can be specifically defined, but some subjective comments appear to be
applicable to the others. The more remote areas, and hence the the subarctic
arctic belts, have fewer soundings merely because of the logistical problems
involved. The first half of the winter period up to mid-January has very few
soundings in any latitude belt largely because of the holidays. Arctic and
subarctic regions are most uncomfortable during the winter, and field parties
tend to avoid discomfort by avoiding extreme conditions. These reasons are
largely responsible for the fact that only 37 percent of all extreme-season
soundings occurred during the winter-extreme period.
24
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TABLE VII
`7-
nl
4 JTt^
I
DEFINING CONDITIONS OF SEASONAL CODING FOR NON-LEAP YEARS
Day Days Four- Extreme-
Late of in Season Season
Year Season Code Coda
Feb 26 57 ---
23 S
Mar 21 80 P
23 R
Apr 13 103 I 1
23 N
May 06 126 G
23
May 29 149 ---
23 S ---
Jun 21 172 U S
23 M U 8
Jul 14 195 M 2 x
23 E ---
Aug 06 218 R
23
Aug 29 241 ---
23 A
Sep 21 264 U
23 T
Oc t 14 287 U 3
23 M
Nov 06 310 N
22
Nov 28 332 ---
23 W ---
Dec 21 355 I W
22 N 19
Jan 12 12 T 4 X
23 E ---
Feb 04 35 R
22
Feb 26 57 ---
23
Mar 21 80
23
Apr 13 103
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TABLE VII
(Continued)
For Southern Hemisphere sites the seasons are inverted by subtracting 183
from the number of the day of the year when that number is equal to or
greater than 183, or by adding 183 when that number is less than 183.
For leap years, one day is added to the day of the year for months March
Lhrough December. Correspondingly no correction is made for the accumu-
lated quarter-day errors in successive members of the remainder of the
four year cycle, insofar as the seasonal division is concerned.
Abbreviations; StM - Summer Extreme, WIX - Winter Extreme,
'6
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TABLE_ VIII
IA.TITUDE MIAINY'
Rat-we uf. Latitude Lat.ttude Name of 1,and Si tee Included
Increl.r..itts Code of Latitude
Degrees
0.00 to 407.3i 0 Equatorial SA
0.00 to -07.50 0 Equatorial
+7.51 to +22.50 1 Tropical BS,GMj W
-7.51 to -22.50 1 Tropical Al
-22.51 to -37.50 2 Subtropical CA,WO
+22.51 to +37.50 2 Subtropical AQ,EG,HA,FM,WS
+37.51 to +52.50 3 Midlatitude KY,SF,WI
-37.51 to -52.50 3 Midlatitude
+52.51 to +67.50 4 Subarctic FC,SB,SD,SE,SG,SH
-52.51 to -67.50 4 Subarctic
-167.51 to +82.50 5 Arctic HI, SC, TH
-67.51 to -82.50 5 Arctic MS
+82.51 to +90.00 6 Polar
-82.51 to -90.00 6 Polar
Latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere are designated positive.
Latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere are designated negative.
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TABLE IX
DIURNAL CODING AS RELATED TO RANGES OF
SUBSOLAR A"SGLE AND SHADOW HEIGHT
Shadow Subsolar Diurnal
Height Angle Classes
> 300 loam > 60 Deg 2 Nighttime
- - - - -
0 Transition
- - - - - - -
< 300 km < 60 Deg 1 Daytime
- - - - -
- - - - -
- - - - - - -
0 Transition
- - - - - - -
> 300 km >.60 Deg 2 Nighttime
Hidnight is never designated as 24.00 Hours of the just-ending day.
Rather it is designated as 00.00 hours of the just-beginning day.
z
e
i
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Table X shows that the joint frequency distribution of soundings by
latitude belt and with time of day. Nearly half of the launches fall into
the transition period between daytime and nighttime conditions. This
predominance of transition cases is particularly accentuated with increasing
latitude where the transition period constitutes a larger faction of the
diurnal cycle.
In retrospect it is apparent that tiie defined astronomical conditions for
day and night divisions in the study are responsible for a large amount
of the disproportionate distribution of sample size, particularly in the
subarctic and arctic belts, altoo_ugh these reasons also apply ^o a lesser
degree to the mid-latitude belt. In particular, on the day of the winter
solstice no such daytime conditions exist at latitudes greater than 36.561
and even at the summer solstice, the northern boundary of the arctic belt is
just within the latitude which satisfies the condition. Similarly, autumn
daytime conditions are almost non-existent in the arctic belt wito the total
number of daytime hours per autumn season gradually increasing as the latitude
decreases.
The definition of nighttime required an earth's shadow height of 300 km.
It may be shown that this condition is met at local midnight when the sum of
the latitude and the declination angle is equal to, or less than 71.430
(atmospheric refraction being considered). Taking the value of the sun's
declination angle is equal for those dates which serve as boundaries to ;,ht.
several seasons as defined by us, one may readily estimate the periods when
no nighttime conditions exists at the various latitudes. One sees that there
is no summer night in the arctic and almost none in the subarctic. Even at the
more northerly portions of the mid-latitude belt, summer nighttime as defined
by us does not exist from some days around the summer solstice. Spring and
autumn nighttimes are severely curtailed in the arctic, and partly curtailed
in the subarctic and mid-latitudes by our definition.
Statistical Calculations
The computational procedures used to develop the altitude profiles of
density variations used in this analysis have been described in detail by
Minzner and Mello (Ref. 16). Briefly, the variations of density at each
altitude were determined by comparing the differences between average values
of density for a particular latitude-season-diurnal sub-sample and a common
reference density value for that altitude. To isolate the effects of diurnal
variations ( and seasonal variations) from latitudinal variations, the cell
average was compared with a reference value consisting of the average density
for that latitude belt. This procedure yields 18 profiles for each latitulde
band, e.g., three diurnal periods for each of six seasonal classifications.
In addition to these, the individual cell samples were combined into larger
groupings to provide annual averages (for a fixed diurnal period), and
r	 similarly differenced with the latitudinal average density for an additional
three profiles per latitude belt.
r=f^
k	 25
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TABLE X
DISTRIBUTION OF DPLE SIZE WITH
LATITUDE AND DIURNAL CYCLE
ARCTIC
SUBARCTIC
MIDLATITUDE
SUBTROPICAL
TROPICAL
TOTAL
N T
I R
D G A
A H N
Y T S
4 7 50
9 11 38
8 15 40
51 60 73
31 23 17
103 126 208
30
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To normalize and linearize the results,the density differences were
computed as percent departures from the reference mean. 	 These profiles
_ were then smoothed using a 5-point running mean smoothing procedure.
- Plot	 is
Comparisons other than those ty^ .es described
	 ere also made in ts',e
original computations, but only the ones contributing to an interpretation
of diurnal variations are considered herein. 	 To facilitate extracting the
appropriate profiles from this data base, a computer program was developed
which compiled the desired set of statistical results. 	 The analysis only
considered those statistics based on a minimum sample size of three soundings.
s This computer program performed additional smoothing of the percent density
departures using 20 passes of a 1/4, 1/2, 1/4 binomial filter.	 Finally,the
program generated instructions for plotting these data on a Stromberg -Carlson
model 4020 plotter.
The plotted results presented in Figures 7 through 39 compare daytime,
nighttime, and diurnal transition profiles for fixed seasonal and latitudinal
classifications.	 The graphs show only those sounding segments which satisfied
the minimum sample size requirement; in many uses this eliminated the entire
^ sounding from the graph.	 An analysis of these graphs indicated the followi
t
characteristics:
Tropical latitude belt.- In the height interval 40 to 65 km the largest
daytime to nighttime 	 i	 erences were observed during the summer season, and
the smallest difference was found for the autumn season. 	 For the summer
season, the average daytime density exceeded the average nighttime value by
:.. 15 percent at 65 km.	 Above 65 km, the daytime and nighttime profiles cross
at about 95 km,and near 100 km	 the nighttime exceeds the daytime by 18 percent.
The annual mean shows another reversal in the day-night maximum and
minimum near 110 km.
Sub-tropical l ati tude belt.- In the 40- to 70-km interval, the only
systematic day-night differencerence observed is for the spring season. 	 The daytime
exceeds the nighttime by just over 10 percent at 70 km. 	 The summer and autumn
data do not show clear patterns, while the winter season possesses insufficien^L
>##
I
nighttime data.
The large negative departures above 100 km exhibited by the winter and
annual mean graphs are unexplained, but are suspected to be related to
undetected measurement errors in the original data.
Mid-latitude belt.- The profiles available for characterizing mid-latitude
diurnal variations are very limited. 	 This is partly a consequence of the
astronomic definitions used to delineate daytime and nighttime conditions and
is discussed further in the next section. 	 The summer season is the only one
providing a basis for observing systematic daytime-nighttime differences.
°a	 31
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In the 35 to 80 km height region, the summer season shows a general increase
in the diurnal change to a maximum observed value of about 15 percent at
80 km.
The annual mean profiles show a similar increase in the divergence of
the daytime and ni g httime curves with increasing height. The difference shows
a maximum of 18 percent between 65 and 70 km. Part of the diurnal difference
ma\ only be an apparent one, and is actually seasonal in origin as a
consequence of the disproportionate distribution of the data into the various
c l assification cells.
Sub-arctic and arctic latitude belts.- The profiles available for analysis
in the sub-arctic and arctic belts do not provide for a direct comparison of
day-night density variations.
	 the reason for this lies in the definitions
rf the astronomical conditions which were used to classify the data as
iscussed earlier.
The consequence of these limitations in the classification scheme are that
the summer season graphs show only diurnal transition and daytime curves, while
the winter season graphs show only diurna: transition and nighttime curves.
Th y
 spring and autumn seasons, however, show only diurnal transition cases.
furthermore, the large daytime to nighttime differences shown in the annual
mean graphs are largely a reflection of seasonal, i.e., summer to winter
variations rather than diurnal variations.
METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The stratification procedures described above were not extended
to the present study.
	 Instead the current investigation emphasized a
statistical analysis of the data based on stepwise multiple regression
methods. This type if ana l ysis has sigliificant advantages in studies
whore cause and ef^ect relationships are poorly understood, necessitating
numerical experimentation with a large number of independent variables.
The number of independent variables is limited by the sample size, but
the method perriits testing of both linear and non-linear functional
relationships between these variables. The major advantages of stepwise
multiple regression for the present study are:
1. I': provides a procedure for selecting from a large number of
potential predictor;, those variables that contain most of the information
about the .iependent variable, and provide the "best fit" to the data. The
chosen va r iables are presented in the order of their significance as
predicto-s.
2. It prcvides an empirical functional relationship between the
dependent variable (atmospheric density) and the independent variables
(periodic and geophysical parameters).
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Th,fre are, however, several limitations that -.a y be encountered in
the ap p lication of this technique. These include the definition of variables,
i.e., functional relations, and the testing of the statistical significance
of the derived regression equation. A major problem sterns from the require-
ment t;rat the variables to be included in the regression model and their
functional relationships must be defined a priori. In the present appiication,
the variables tested were selected on theab sis of our current knowledge of
upper atmospheric behavior, while the selection of functional relationships
has generally been approached b y including a ;umber of functional transforma-
tions for each variable, and relying on the screening procedure to select
which one or combination of transformations best fits the data.
One of the requirements in testing for the statistical significance of
the regression model is that the error term in the regression equation fnllnws
a normal distribution, and i s independent of the other variables. This is
not necessarily true in the case of atmospheric variables. A second standard
assumption for testing the fit of a regression model to a given set of data
is that the independent variables be chosen at random from the set defined f^-
the model. The stepwise multiple regression procedure does not select ore-
dictorsat random, but instead chooses them in the order of their significance
in explaining the variability in the data. For this reason the standard F-test
for significance has to be modified prior to its application to the stepwise
regression results.
Multiple Regression
For the purpose of describing this procedure, let the dependent variable Y
represent atmospheric density and the independent variables X 1 , X 2 , ..., Xk
represent the periodic and geophysical predictors. We also will assume that
there are n sets of random observations of the Y ana Xi variables. Multiple
regression analysis attempts to fit to thi data an equation of the form:
Y = a o + a 1 X 1 + a 2 X 2 + ... + a kXk	 (4)
where ao, al,
	
ak are constants to be determined. These constants are
chosen by the regression analysis so as to provide a best fit to the data
in the least squares sense.
Geometrically, the procedure can be understood by considering the
observations to be represented by n points in (k + 1) dimensional space.
The equation then represents a plane, or hyperplane that provides the closest
fit to these data points, i. e., it minimizes the sum of the squares of the
distances from the points to the plane.
For the application to the present study, the regression equation in the
above form is not entirely suitable,since it assumes a linear relationship to
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exist betweer each of the geophysical predictors and the atmospheric density
variable. It appears, in fact, that most oredictors do not follow a linear
relationship with derisity,and it is necessary therefore to use non-linear
transformations for most variables in the study. These may be ire the form of
functions of the basic variable and/or cross-product terms.
The regression model may take the form
Y = a n + a l f i( X i) + a 2 f 2( X 2) + a 3 f 3( X i, X 2) + ... (5)
This equation can be linearized and written in the staroard form by the
following substitutions:
x,	 = fi(Xi)	 r
x 2
	= f2(X2)	 (6)
c
X 3	 = f3(Xi,X2)
The procedure for solving the simple linear model for the a i is well known,and
may be found for example in Ostle (Ref. 17).
Analysis of variance in multi le re ression.- The total variance in Y
(,jtmosp eric density) about t,,,_ m^,ao value for t,ie data sample is measured
oy computing toe sum of the squares of deviaL ons
n
SS T = E
	 ( Y i 	 (7)
i=1
where SST is the total sum of squares, and Y is the mean value of Y for the
sample.
The residual variance in Y is a measure of the deviations of the
obsery-, values of the dependent variable from the values predicted (Q;)
by the regression equation. This variance is measured Uy computing
,he sum of squares of the deviations of the observed Y; from the Y;
Y.
n
SS R = E (Y i
 - Y i ) 2
i=1
(8) I
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6where SS R is the residual sum of squares and Y. is the value predicted from
the ith set of Bbl, x 2i ..., xk' observations.
The expla;ned sum of squares is equal to the cifference between the
total SS- and the residual SSR,
SS ex = SS T - SS R	(9)
and indicates how well the chosen regression model fits the given data. A
more common measure of the fit of the model to the data is provided by the
multiple correlation coefficient, defined as the square root of the ratio of
the explained SSeX ;o the total SST,
R = .^x/SS•r
	
(10)
where the positive root is customarily c;iosen. Hence, `;Ie square of the
multiple co rrelation cc- - `icient, in fact, represents the proportion of `he
total variance in Y explained by the assumed regression model.
Stepwise regression.- In the present study a stepwise procedure was
followed in or er to select the most significant variables from the total set
of those defined. The procedure consists of adding one variable at each
step and computing the multiple correlation coefficient, and the residual
sum of squares. At each step of the procedure the variable selected from the
list of unused variables is the one that, when added to the equation of the
previous ste p ,provides the greatest reduction in the residual sum of squares.
That is, the variable that provides the most additional information about the
dependent variable Y. Thus, at some step in the procedure, a variable that
is highly correlated with Y may not be chosen in favor of one that has a lower
correlation with Y. This will occur if the highly correlated variable simply
duplicatcs information provided by a previously chosen variable.
In the present study this masking of significant variables has occurred,
for example, in the case of two variables that were used to measure seasonal
variations in density. One variable indicates the time of year, the other
measures the angular di-z tance from the point of observation to the sub-solar
point. Although both variables were highly correlated with atmospheric density,
generally when one was selected at an early step in the procedure, the other
was dropped until a much later step. This was due to the fact that both
variables contained almost e quivalent information on seasonal variations in
density.
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	Significance Test :	. - In order to test that the variance explained
by a qiven regression model is not merely a random occurrence, it is neces-
sary to determine ti,e statistical significance of the fit providP.i by the
model. For this purpose, an F-ratio test has been used at each step of
the multiple regression procedure to determine whether the reduction in the
residual sum of squares due to the added variable is statistically
significant. The F-score for a given step was obtained from the ratio
(See Ref.lg),
SS	 _ cC
F	 =	 R, P-i	 R, P	 (n-k-1 )	 (11 )
p	 SSR, P
where F is the F-score for testing the significance of the variable
p added at the pth step.
SS	 and SS
R, p-1 
are the residual sum of squares for pth and{^,
and (p-1)st step, respectively,
n is the sample size, and
k is the number of vai'lables included in the pth step.
To determine the significance of the added variable, F must be compared
with the critical value determined from an F distribution wYth (1, n-k-1)
degrees of freedom. In general, the critical F value has been taken at the
0.95 confidence level so that thers is a 5 percent c ante of accepti,iq a
}	 variable as significant when it actually is not.
An important underlving assumption in application of the F-test is that
the added variable whose significance is being tested has been randomly
chosen from the total group defined. In the case of the stepwise regression
analysis, however, this choice is not random. 	 In fact, at each st=ep  the most
significant of the remaining variables has been selected and, therefore, the
F-test is likely to over estimate the significance of the added var i able. To
compensate for this, an adjustment to the F value has been proposed by
(	 Miller (Re`. 19). According to his hypotheses,the adjusted 0.95 critical
value to be used with the stopwise procedu r is,
son
1
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In general, this adjustment has been made in the current study when
testing for the significance of added variables. The consequence of
this adiustment is that the larger the number of variables included
in the set of potential predictors for a oiven analysis, the more
stringent becomes the requirements for accepting each additional variable
to the regression equation. Thus, when large sets of potential variables
are considered simultaneously, this test cannot be given a precise
interpretation. However, it does provide guidelines for deciding
which variables to include in the final regression equutions.
Computer Programming
A number of standard computer programs are available for stepwise
regression analysis. For our purpose, however, the most suitable
appeared to be an IBM tyke III FORTRAN program prepared for the IBM
System 350 data processing system. This program has the advantage
that it permits various types of mathematical transformations to be
applied to the independent variables. For the purpose of this study,
some additional modifications were made to the basic IBM program.
These modifications were to provide a data input procedure that would
suit the format of the prepared data and to include various data
transformation procedures that were not included in the original
program. .4 complete listing of the modified program is presented in
Appendix C.
SELECTION OF BASIC VARIABLES
As a guide to the search for periodic and geophysical variables
which may be related to variations in atmospheric density in tie current
study, is is useful to review oriefly similar studies conducted at
higher altitudes using density data derived from satellite drag measure-
ments. In particular, Jacchia (Ref. 20)has described four types of
atmospheric variations at heights greater than 200 km, namely:
1. A variation with solar activity
2. A semi-annual variation
3. A diurnal variation, and
4. A variation with geomagnetic activity.
Each of these variations has been found to be related to one or
more observable parameters and Jacchia has developed empirical formu-
las to compute the predicted model atmosphere when the values for
these parameters are known.
In the case of variations with solar activity, Jacchia has found
that the 10.7-cm solar flux monitored by the National Rasearch Council 	 I
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I in Ottawa provides a convenient parameter for characterizing solaractivity. This parameter exhibits both long and short period oscilla-
tions. Th y
 first major time scale of possible interest is variations
in solar activity during the slowly changing eleven-year cycle in which
rase seasonal averages of solar flux may suffice. Superimposed on
this are shorter period day-to-day changes which are observed within
one 27-day solar rotation and for which daily mean flux values are a
suitable parameter. These daily values of the 10.7-cm solar flux are
available on a continuous basis for periods extending back at least
as far as the period for which upper atmospheric density data are
available (approximately early 1947) (Ref.21)•
The diurnal variation or so-called "diurnal bulge" of upper
atmospheric density has been observed to peak at about 2 p.m. local
solar time. The morning minimum occurs around 4 a.m. so that the
decay in density from the center of the bulge at 2 p.m. is somewhat
steeper on the morning side than on the evening side. Some more
recent results by Jacchia and Slowey (Ref. 22) suggest that above
the F 2
 layer the center of the bulge does not migrate north and
south of the equator following the migrations of the sub-solar point,
rather the center remains stationary over the equator. This stationarity
may only be an apparent one produced by the method of averaging used
to reduce the data. At lower altitudes, the coincidence of the bulge
center and the subsolar point still appears to be correct. Hence,
at the altitudes of the rocket density data, the sub-solar point
(or declination angle of the sun) may serve as a convenient diurnal
variation parameter.
(	 A very stable semi-annual density variation has been found in
eight years of upper atmospheric density data (Ref. 22 ). These
changes show a deep minimum in July, followed by a high maximum in
October to November with a secondary minimum in January arid a secondary
maximum in April. Although the period of these oscillations can be
related to the number of days elapsed during each year, the amplitude
seems to be a function of the solar cycle and as such can be related
to the seasonally averaged 10.7-cm solar flux.
The current study also has considered the earth's shadow height
at the time of the sounding as a potentially significant diurnal
variable. The shadow height is taken to be zero during daylight
conditions at the earth's surface. An existing computer program for
calculation of the shadow height was ada p ted for execution on tf-! IB11
System 360/75 during the course of the current study.
Finally, Jacchia (Ref. 13) has shown that temperature and density
of the upper atmosphere increase during magnetic storms. During
these storms the temperature variations seem to be related in a
near-linear fashion with the 3-hourly planetary geomagnetic index
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while during quieter periods the relation is nearly linear with the
logarithm of this index. Later investigation by Jaccnia, Slowey
and Uerniani (Ref. 2 3) revealed a lag in the atmospheric perturbation
behind the geomagnetic perturbations by several hours. At the
satellitealtitudes of these results (250 to 550 km),and for latitudes
below 55 ,the time lag turns out to be between 6 and 7 hours. The time
lag is slightly shorter at latitudes greater than 550 varying oetween
5 and 6 hours.
Although the mechanism through which the atmosphere is heated
during geomagnetic disturbances is not known, the existence of such
heating and the large day-to-0ay temperature variations that accompany
the most minute changes of t'^e geomagnetic field show Lhat the presence
of ions in the earth's magnetic field is an important controlling
factor of the upper air temperature. The semi-annual temperature
variation also lacks a good explanation,alid its coincidence with the
height variation of the F Z
 layer suggests that the magnetic field of the
earth may have a larger effect on controlling the temperature of
the upper atmosph^!re than was pre-supposed heretofore. Possibly the
most that can be stated at this time is that this controlling influence
may extend down to altitudes below those of the satellite drag measurements.
DI`S'CUSSION OF RESULTS
In all,four complete sets of regression analyses were carried out,
each with a modified set of independent variables. The choice of
variables for the initial calculation was based on the considerations dis-
c.usseu -in Lire previous Becton.	 For subsequent calculations,the variable
selecticn was based on an analysis of the results of all the previous
calculations.	 New variable transformations were added at succePding runs
as a result of hypothesessuggested by the interpretation of previous runs.
Toe  complete set of variables included in the study is presented in
Tables XI through XIII.
The regr ssions were performed for each of a series of altitudes.
Initially the choice of the altitudes was 'Iimited to three
selected heights. In order to gain further information on the variation
of the regression coefficients witn height, however, subsequent runs in-
cluded analyses at each 5 km of freight from 30 to 110 km. l'he altitude
region above 110 km was considered to contain too few samples to yield
reliable results.
Initial Analysis
The initial set of calculations was carried out for altitudes of 40,
65, and 100 km. These altitudes were selected on the basis of expected
maximum annual,diurnal, and radiation effects, respectively. The list of
variables included in the initial run is presented in Table XI.
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TABLE XI
LIST OF VARIABLES AND TRANSFORMATIONS
INITIAL RUN
1
ll
	 VARIABLE NAME_	 TRANSFORMATION
i.
Annual period (sin)	 sin (27'365)
Diurnal period (sin) 	 sin (2n•241
E	 Latitude difference (cos)	 cos (SL-L)
Shadow height
	
= 1 for observation in earth's
shadow
= 0 otherwise
Sub-solar angle (cos)	 cos (SA)
Log geomagnetic index	 Loge (GI n)
;n hours lag)
Solar flux reciprocal 	 1/SFm
(m days lag)
1
l
where	 d is the number of days elapsed since the spring
j equinox (i.e., vernal equinox in the northern
hemisphere, aut,jmnal equinox in the southern)
in days and fractions of a day,
fh is the local apparent time of the observation in
hours and fractions of an Hour,
SL is the latitude of the sub-solar point at the time
of the observation,
I
L is the latitude of the location of the observation,
SA is sub-solar angle of the observation point at tiie
time of the observation,
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TABLE XI (continued)
GI 	 is the equivalent scale geomagnetic index n hours
before the time of the observation. The data
gives values of GI n for n = 0 to 24 in steps of
3 hours,
SF 	 is the 10.7-cm solar flux radiation m days before
the day of the observation. The data gives values
of SF  for m = 0 and 1.
6
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1One of the problems encountered at this point resulted from the fact
that the equivalent geomagnetic index was zero for many observations and,
therefore, the log-transformation was not defined. To circumvent this
problem, the regressions excluded tihose observations with zero as a value
for th's variable. Although this approach had the undes i rable effect of
A	 reducing the total number o` o^servations for each altitude, it appeared
to be tiro only feasible way to complete the analysis using .a log-trans-
formation.
The results from the initial analysis were incomplete because a number
of computer problems were encountered in the early stages of the com puta-
tions. These early results did, however, :how the predominance of the
annual variation in atmospheric density.
f
Second Pnalysis
The second set of calculations also was carried out at altitudes of
40, b^, and,100 km, but with several modifications to the list of
variables. The equivalent geomagnetic index was treated as a linear
variable rather than changed through a logarithmic transformation,because
our analysis of scatter diagrams did not reveal a strong logarithmic re-
lation. This change avoided the requirement to eliminate data records for
undefined values.
It also was recognized that a time lag may exist in the annual and
l	 diurnal variations. A suitable relationship to describe the annual
variation in density can be of the form
fY = A sin (2H 365)
	
(13)
where A is the amplitude coefficient to be determined, and
B is the lag coefficient to be determined.
{	 This can be expanded into the form
Y = a,sin (2,7 365 ) - azcos (271 365)	 (14)
where
a, = A cos (2i1 365)
a Z = A sin (27 3B:)
f i
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The coefficients a, and az can be determined by including both the sine
and cosine of the annual period in the regression equation; then the
lag coefficient is determined by means of the relationship
_i
B = -( 21I) tan	 (a-)
A similar procedure can be followed in the case of the diurnal density
variation by the inclusion of bot;i a sine and cosine transformation of the
diurnal variable to permit Estimation of the time lag.
In the case of the other trigonometric transformations (cosine of
latitude difference and cosine of sub-solar angle) a time lag interpre-
tation cannot be made so easily. Nevertheless, both sine and cosine terms
were included for these variables in order that an orthogonal component
of the transformation could be estimated.
Finally,two var^ablPS related by DeVries (Ref. 24) to high altitude
densit y variations were also included. These two periodic variations
were a semi-annual variation (183 day period), and a 25 day cycle related
to the 27 day synodic period of the sun. Both of these variables were
included with sine and cosine transformations. The complete list of
variables for the second run is presented in Table XII.
Tne results of the analysis are lasted in Table D-1 of Appendix D.
For each altitude, the variables listed are given in the order of their
selection by the regression analysis. Variables have been excluded from
the calculation if their F-;.;.ores for additional variance explained are
well below the critical F-values.
	 For those variables considered signi-
ficant, the regression coefficients (ai) have been listed. These are the
coefficients for all the significant variables in the regression step.
The constant term is the a 0 coefficient. Also listed are the F-scores
for the explained variance due to each of the variables and the critical F-
scores (F0•95 and F*0.95 as described in an earlier section) for each step
of the regression analysis.	 In general when deciding which variables
should be considered significant, the F0.95 critical value was considered
too lenient because of the non-random selection of variables, while the
F* 0 . 95
 value was too severe because of the large number variables con-
sidered. The basis for setting the cutoff point for excluding variables,
tjius, was somewhat arbitrary. It was based on our interpretation of
the regression model as well as on the F0.95 and F* 0 . 95 values.
The 40 kin region - The regression equation derived from the second
run for the 40 km region is liven below:
Y = 0.317x10 Z + 0.879x10 3 cos(SL-L-10.2 0 ) + 0.285x10 3 sin(21I. d
 3656)
(15)
3d	 3
-0.125x10
	 si^^ (411. 365 ) - 0.178x10
76
[	 (16)
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TABLE XII
LIST OF VARIABLES AND TRANSFORMATIONS
°DDED OR CHANGED FOR THE SECOND RUN
VARIABLE NAME	 TRANSFORMATION
Annual period (cos)
cos (27- --L
Diurnal period (cos) cos	 (27.h)
Latitude difference (sin)	 sin (SL-L)
Sub-solar angle (sin) 	 sin (SA)
Geomagnetic index (r hrs) 	 GI 
Semi-annual period (sin)	
sin (4'•365)
Semi-annual period (cos) 	 cos (47—L)
25 day period (si p )	 s'n ( ` n ' 25)
25 day period (m)	 cos (27T. L)
where	 d' is the Julian date of the observation less the
Ju'ian date at the b9ginning of the year 1940.
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where
SL is the latitude of the sub-solar point,
L is the latitude of the point of observation, and
I is equal to 0 when the earth's shadow heighr is less than
40 km, and 1 otherwise.
The multiple correlation coefficient derived for this regression model from
our data sample is 0.732.
Some of t I, e implications of this model should be noted. In this
equation the annual ;sin) and annual (cos) terms have beef combined to
give an annual periodic variation with a phase lag.. The indicated phase
laq is 39.6 days. This means that the maximum dens.it l• appears to occur in
	
mid-summer(July in the north,January 	 in the south) with the peak value
following the time of the summer solstice by about 40 days.
The latitude difference (cos) term also indicated that a maximum
density occurs %-!here the difference between the latitude of tte solar point
and the latitude of the observation point is at a minimum (i.e.,mid-st,mmer).
The semi-annual variation appear:; to follow a pattern similar :o that
firs suggested by Paetzold and Zschorner (Ref. 25) reaching maximum
densities in early May and early November and reaching minimum densities
early February and early August. The effect of the earth's shac'ow appears
to be such that the densities are lower when the ehservation poiA is.
within the earth's shadow. There appears to be no other significant diurnal
variable at this altitude. CorrElations of density with geomagnet c
index and solar flux also appear to be insignificant.
There is one other im portant point to note. Although the semi-
annual term and the shad-)w height term were chosen by the regression
analysis later gran the cosine term of the annual period, both show a
higher significance level than the annual (cos) variable. This apparently
inconsistent result can occur if the combined effect of two variables ox-
plain considerably mere variance than the individual effects of the sar+e
two variables. In this case it indicates that the annual and semi-anneal
periodicities in combination explain more of the variatioln in atmospheric
density than they do individually - probably because the density varial,.ion
follows some complex function that is best expressed as a summation of
harmonics. Similarly the effect of the earth's shadow height on density
is apparently influenced by the annual periodicity.
The 65-km region - The regression equation derived for- the 65-km
region is
Y = 0.105x10 3 + 0.596x10 4 cos(SL-L) + 0.480x104 cos(SA) { 0.315x10
	cos(2 Tr. 24)	 (17)
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where
SA is the sub-solar angle at the time of the observation, and
is the hour of the day (local apparent time) at the time of the
observation.
The multiple correlation coefficient for this model was 0.822. The im-
provement in the fit of the model at this altitude when compared to that
at 40 km (indicated by the higher correlation coefficient) resulted,
primarily from the fact that the latitude difference (cos) term explained
a greater percentage of the total variance.
III the 65 km reg •.on the diurnal variabilty appears to play a more
important role. Both the diurnal (cos) term and the sub-solar angle (cos)
term, whico is related to the time of day, appear in the regression
equation.
!
	
	
The diurnal (cos) term has a positive coefficient indicating that
maximum atmospheric density occurs at midnight. The sub-solar angle (cos)
term, on the other hand, indicated that maximum atmospheric density occurs
when the su0-solar angle is minimized - i.e.,at midday. Some further
study was made of this apparent contradiction. Although the sub-solar
angle term had a correlation with density of 0.28, tie diurnal term was
almost uncorrelated with density (0.16). Evidently the diurnal term
alone could not explain much variability. In combination with the sub-
solar angle, however, it was able to explain a significant amount of the
density variation. In fact, its F-score, when chosen by the regression
analysis after the sub-solar angle had beer. included, was well above the
critical F-values. This indicated that the sub-solar angle (cos) term
had the effect of providing a type of weighting factor to the diurnal
variation. A consideration of the change of sub-solar angle with time of
day shows that the effect of the weighting is to cause a maximum diurnal
variation to occur at high latitudes, and almost no diurnal variation to
occur in the equatorial region. At the high latitudes,densities reach
a maximum near midnight and a minimum near midday. To illustrate this
weighting, consider the following two extreme cases. First consider an
observation point to be near a pole and the sub-solar point to be at
the equator. The sub-solar angle for this observation point will show
little change with the time of day hence,the sub-solar angle (cos) term
will remain constant and all diurnal variation will be accounted for by
the diurnal !cos) term alone (showing maximum density at night). Next
i	 consider both the observation point and the sub-solar point to be on the
equator. In this case the sub-solar angle will vary from 00 at noon to
1800 at midnight and the sub-solar angle (cos) term will, therefore,
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Afollow a sinusoidal variation that is directly out of phase with the
diurnal (cos) variable. Since the regression coefficients for these two
terms are almost equal the resulting effect will be to cancel out most
of the diurnal density variations.
The 100-km region - The only significant influence on density vari-
ations in this region was the latitude difference (cos) variable.
The equation derived was:
Y = 0.677x10 
6	 6
- 0.322x10	 cos(SL-L)	 (18)
The correlation coefficient derived for this model is 0.474. The sample
size available at the 100-km region was small (41 soundings) when compared
to that available at 40 and 65 km. This may explain the low correlation
coefficient, and probably accounts for the fact that only one variable
was found to be significant.
It should be noted that the sign of the regression coefficient for
latitude difference is negative in this region indicating that maximum
densities are occuring du r ing the winter months rather than the summer
months as indicated at lower altitudes. 'rhis sign reversal is consistent
with our expectation for the regions above and below the isopycnic layer
at 90 km. There was no evioence of a time lag between the peaking of the
density variation and the winter solstice.
Third Analysis
the third set of calculations were done for the altitudes of 30 km,
40 kin, 60 km, 65 km, 75 km, 100 km and 110 km. The only significant
change made for these calculations was the addition to the list of vari-
ables of a linear form for the solar flux variable (see Table XII).
Since the reciprocal relationship witn the solar flux term had not appeared
significant in the previous runs,it was desirable to try this model.
The prime purpose of this third run was to see if the linear relationship
with the solar flux term would be selected before the reciprocal, and to
see if either would be significant. It also appeared desirable to study
a wider range of altitudes.
The results of this calculation are presented in Table D-2 of
Appendix D.
The results of the third calculation suggest splitting the area of
study into three altitudes regions. Below 65 km, seasonal effects account
for almost all significant density variations. There is a mid-region
at about 65 km where diurnal as well as seasonal effects explain most of
the variation, and at the high altitude region above 75 km, extra-terres-
trial effects appear to become more important.	 j
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ALow altitudes - In the low altitude region the model developed from
the third run is essentially similar to that developed from the second
run. The same set of variables enter into the regression equation with
►
	
	 the exceptions that the semi-annual variation does not appear in the 60 km
regression equation, and the aarth shadow height does not appear in the
40 or 60 km regressions. The fact that the shadow height variable does
not appear consistently in the low altitude equations suggests that its
apparent significance at the 40 km level may be a chance occurence.
Assuming this to be so the regression equation for the 40-km region should
be
Y = 0.311x10 2 + 0.846x10 . cos(SL-L-11.1 0 ) + 0.304x10 
3 
sin(21r d-32
365)
-0.133x10 a sin(4Tr365)
	
(19)
The multiple correlatic coefficient for this model is calculated as 0.717..
This form of the regression model has been assumed in the tabular presenta-
tion for the third run in Appendix D.
It should be noted that the seasonal lag in this equation (number of
days by which the atmospheric density peak follows the summer solstice)is
about 32 days. In the regression results derived from the 30-km data,
the equivalent lag is about 51 days. This result indicates that the
seasonal lag is greatest near the earth's surface and decreased with
height. At a height of 65 km there is no evidence of a seasonal lag.
Middle Altitudes - In the third run the regression equation developed
for the 65-km altitude is very similar to that developed from the second
run. Of major interest is the fact that diurnal variations appear to be
quite significant at this level. It should also be -ited that in the third
run the linear solar flux (-1 day)term was selected by the screening pro-
cedure immediately after the diurnal terms. Although this solar flux
variable does not appear to be significant at this point, it does provide
a link between the middle altitude and the high altitude region where
extra-tei estrial effects seem to be quite important.
The regression equat i on developed for the 65 km altitude by the third
run is the same as that resulting from the second run.
High altitudes - At the altitudes above 75 km (up to 110 km) the
results of the analyses were generally inconclusive since the available
data samples were small. As a result, correlation coefficients were low
and only one or two variables proved to be significant at each altitude.
Nevertheless, it is of interest to note which variables were nearly signi-
ficant, and the order in which they were selected by t!e screening procedure.
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In general,only the seasonal variations proved to be significant. Ind;
hence, the derived regression equations are either in the form developed
by the second run for the 100-km sample or in the form,
3 s
Y = 0.180x10
	 + 0.136x10
	 cos(SL-L) - 0.985x10- sin(27T365)
	
(20)
This is the equation derived from the 75-km data. The multiple correlation
coefficient estimated for this model is 0.703.
The major point to be noted at these altitudes is the observation
that the extra-terrestrial variables have become very nearly significant.
In fact, we wonder if slightly large r
 data samples would have allowed their
inclusion in the regression equations. At this point, unfortunately, nu
quantitative results can be stated about these variables. However, their
increasing importance at the higher altitudes is not unexpected since the
extra-terrestrial variabl e s -e known to be significant at altitudes above
200 km.
Fourth Analysis
The fourth run was carried out for every 5 km of altitude from 30 km
to 110 km, and was conducted with the addition of a larger number of additional
transformations and variables as described below.
Since the seasonal variables were found to account for the major
portion of the atmospheric density variations, it was decided that additional
seasonal transformations should be included. A weighting of the seasonal
variables by the latitude of the observation point, for example, would
provide for greater seasonal changes in the periodic parameters at high
latitudes. This weighting can be included in the seasonal transformation
by including a cross-product term that multiplies the seasonal variable
by some function of latitude of the observation point. A linear function
of latitude would weight each observation point directly by its distance
from the equator while a sin: function of latitude would weight all high
latitude observation points more or less equally. Both functions were
included in the list of variables for the fourth run and both were in
cross product terms with the annual (sin) as well as the anrual (cos)
term.
The sine and cosine transformation of the latitude difference term
are both related to seasonal variations and, hence, were usually chosen
early in the regression analysis procedure. The latitude difference (cos)
term is in fact very closely related to the cross product of the annual
(sin) and the latitude. The latitude difference (sin) term had been
included in an earlier run to provide some measure of an orthogonal
component of the latitude difference. Unfortunately, due to the fact
that northern latitudes are positively signed in the data set, and southern
latitudes negatively signed, the latitude difference (sin) term turns out
not to be symmetrical about the equator. Since se3sor31 effects on
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atmospheric density are expected to be the same in both hemispheres,a
symmetric transformation of the latitude difference (sin) term was
expected to provide a better fit to the data. Hence, both the absolute
value and the square of the latitude difference (sin) term were included
as additional variables in the analysis.
Next we considered the possibility that an annual or semi-annual
periodic variation in density may exist that is not related to season, i.e,
periodic variations that have the same effects in both hemispheres rather
than reversed effects in the north and south. To observe this type of
variation, both annual and semi-annual terms, unadjusted for hemisphere,
were included with sine and cosine transformations.
Finally,a variation in atmospheric density with latitude may also be
expected. To search for such a relationship,three transformations of the
latitude of the observation point were included. In order to maintain
symmetry about the equator, the transformations used were the absolute
value of latitude, the absolute value of the sine of latitude, and the
cosine of latitude. A complete list of variables used in this analysis is
presented in Table XIII.
The results of the fourth run are presented in Table D-3 of
Appendix D. A review of these results re-emphasizes the division of t;ie
study into three altitude regions. In the lower region,seasonal effects
predominate. At about 65 km, diurnal as well as seasonal effects become
significant, while at the high altitudes,seasonal effects and extra-terres-
trial variables are important. The isopycnic layer (90 km) is included
in t„e 10 0 altitude region. At this altitude there is no evidence of
either diurnal or seasonal effects, and geomagnetic index shows the best
correlation with density.
Low altitudes (30 to 50 km)- In the low altitude region,the seasonal
variations predominate, and account for almost all the explained density
variation. In general,the transformation that gives the best fit to the
data is a seasonal variation weighted by latitude. This cross product term
is almost equivalent to the latitude difference (cos) term and, hence, is
highly correlated with that variable. As a result,either the latitude
difference (cos) term,or the cross product of toe latitude and annual (sin)
termsis always selected early in the analysis. The term that is selected
first, however, tends to mask the other since they Dotil contain almost
equivalent information. Hence,both terms do not usually appear together
in the regression equation.
The regression equation derived for the 35-km altitude was selected
as typical for the lcv: alt i tudc regiun:
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TABLE XIII
LIST OF VARIABLES AND TRANSFORMATIONS
ADDED OR CHANGED FOR THE FOURTH RUN
1
VARIABLE NAME TRANSFORMATION
Solar flux linear SFm
(m days lag)
Sin	 lat X annual	 (sin) sin (L) sin ^d •2Tr)
'365
Sin lat X annual	 (Cos) sin	 (L)	 cos	
(365'2')
Lat X annual	 (sin) !_	 sin	 (	 v-27T)
Lat X annual	 (Cos) .2Tr)L Cos	
365
Latitude difference 	 (Isinl) Isin(SL-L)l
Latitude difference (sin g ) sin 2(SL-L)
Annual	 (sin) not adjusted for d" -sin V6
hemisphere 5
Annual	 (Cos) not adjusted for "cos	 d6 "	 2Tr)
hemisphere
Semi-annual	 (sin) not adjusted d "sin	 d "
	2Tr)
for hemisphere
Semi-annual	 (cos) not adjusted Cos	
d"	 2Tr)for hemisphere
Latitude	 (abs) ILI
Latitude	 (Isinl) Isink'L)l
Latitude	 (cos) cos(L)
where	 d"	 is the number of days of the year elapsed since the vernal
equinox in days and fractions of a day.
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44
Y = 0.817x10 2 - 0.122x10	 ILI
d-40	 3
sin( 
365 
2Tr) + 0.389x10
4	 2
+ [0.776x10 L-0.417x10 	 sin(L)]
3
sin(SL-L)-0.288x10	 sin(4Tr365) (21)
This equation includes a linear function of the latitude of the observation
point. It indicates that the mean atmospheric density decreased with dis-
tance from the equator. It also includes the semi-annual variation that
was discovered in the earlier calculations. As before, this variation
reaches a maximum density in May and November.
The coefficient of the annul variation term has assumed a complex
form in this equation since both the cross product with latitude a,id sine
latitude have been included. In Fig. 40 the value of this coefficient has
been plotted as a function of latitude. It shows that in weighting the
seasonal variation the high latitudes should be stressed.
The time lag indicated in this equation (tie number of days by whic;l
the density peak follows the summer solstice)is about 40 days. This lag
is O aracteristic for 35-km altitude. At 1,igher altitudes tie lag decreases
and is estimated as about 4 days at 45 km.
Middle altitudes (55 to 65 km)- In the 55-to 65-km region,the seasonal
terms are evident with the addition of diurnal variations and, as in pre-
vious calculations, there is evidence of a latitudinal dependence in the
amplitude of the diurnal change. The regression equation for 65 km 4s
representative of Lols' 'region, namely,
Y = 0.237x10 
3	 4	 4	 5
- 0.761x10	 Isin(L)) - 0.562x10 	 cos(SL-L) + [0.408x10 L
- 0.204x10 3 sin(L)1sin(2Tr
365
) + 0.333x10
-4
 cos(SA) + 0.202x10 
4 
cos(2Tr24)
(22)
The latitude variation in t!-,is relationship, i.e., Isin(L)l indicates that the
mean density decreases with distance from the equator. Both the sub-solar,
angle aod Cie diurnal (cos) terms are in the regression model, which is equiv-
alent to weighting the diurnal variation by the latitude of the observa-
tion point as was discussed in the second analysis.
In the high latitudes density variations apparently reach their
peak around midniglit. Tois effect is reversed in the low latitudes since
tie term involving sub-solar angl,, , wito its larger coefficient, predominants
resulting in a density maximum around noon.
H^ altitudes - At the high altitudes,seasonal effects weighted by
latitude are dominant. The regression equation for 80 km was selected as
typical for this region,
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Y = 0.161x10 4 + [0.519x10 ' L. - 0.291x10 4 sin(L)]sin(27365)
	 (23)
Again the problem of small sample sizes Jimited the analysis. A1t;Iough
they were not significant, e-;tra-terrestrial effects appeared to be
next most significant following tie annual variation.
The isopycnic layer near 90 km is included in the high altitude region.
At this height, annual variations appeared to be insignificant and, while
the equivalent geomagnetic indices explained some of the density variation,
the unexplained variation remained large. The multiple correlation coef-
ficient calculated for the model at 90 km was 0.278.
At altitudes above the isopycnic region,only annual variations were
significant. The sign of the regression coefficients were reversed so that
above 90 km, maximum densities were predicted for mid-winter w^Iile
below this altitude maximum densities were predicted for mid-summer.
CONCLUSIONS
The limitations of the data base used in this investigation did not
permit a statistical analysis of the entire 30 to 200 km height interval.
The size of this sample did, however, provide sufficient data to study
empirical models for characterizing atmospheric density up to altitudes
of about 110 km. The results from the multivariate analyses of this height
interval substantiated our original concept of three statistically quasi-
homogeneous regions. The lowest region extends from 30 km to 50 km,
the middle region extends from 55 km to 65 km, and the highest region
extends from 70 km to the 110 km. Imbedded in the higher region between
90 and 95 km is the well-known isopycnic layer which exhibits a unique
statistical behavior.
The seasonal variations in atmospheric density (or annual period)
weighted by a complex latit!idinal dependence are dominant over the entire
30 to 110 km height interval. The density maximum occurs during the
hemisphere mid-summer near 30 km, but comes progressively earlier with
increasing altitude. At G5 km the density maximum occurs in the early
spring, close to the hemisphere spring equinox. This cycle is reversed
at altitudes above 90 km where the peak density occurs near the hemisphere
autumnal equinox. These results are not unexpected in view of our current
knowledge of upper atmosphere characteristics. The more interesting
results, however, are the secondary effects which are detected by the
analysis:
1. The 30-to 50-km region is characterized by a semi-annual variation
showing maximum densities in early May and November, and minimum densities
in early February and August.
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2. The 55-to 65-km region shows a diurnal variability which is
dependent upon latitude. Peak densities are observed near midnight
at high latitudes, whereas peak densities occur at midday in low lati-
tudes. In the tropical latitude belt, the average daytime density
exceeded the average nighttime density by about 15 percent during the
su@mer season. In the sub-tropical belt, the day-night difference was
just over 10 percent during the spring season.
3. The influence of extra-terrestrial effects can be observed
just below the statistical rejection level in the 70 to 110 km region.
The 90-km region in particular acts as a "window", and shows significant
relationships with the geomagnetic index at 6 hour lag.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of the current investiga-ion are distinctly encouraging
as evidenced by the multiple correlation coefficients obtained. These
show that the models have explained at least 50 percent of the varia-
bility in atmospheric density in the interval 30 to 75 km. Most of this
is due to the seasonal terms, but a detectable part is due to other
periodic and solar effects. It is these secondary effects which add
to our understanding of upper atmospheric processes.
It is our recommendation that this type of investigation be con-
tinued. We suggest that future work be conducted with a larger data base
by adding to the current one, which is limited in time to early 1965.
The number of rocket soundings which have been conducted in the interim
period could easily double the data base. With such an expanded data
base it should be feasible to:
1. Increase the altitude range of the study above ti,a present
maximum height.
2. Develop more efficient, and possibly simpler empirical
relationships.
3. Validate the models by testing the predictions against an
independent set of measured values.
4. Include synoptic effects by considering time lags in the
dependent variable.
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APPENDIX A
Table A-1
t
EDITING PERFORMED ON BASIC SOUNDING DATA
DATE-TIME-
	 TECH
 NIQUE
b104051257 WI S Truncate sounding above 68 km
6107201030 WI S 75 km & below 53 km
6203021115 WI S 77 km
6203232345 WI S " 75 km
620328000 ► CWT S 82 km
6204170928 WI S 84 km
6212012125 WI S 78 km
6212060532 WI S 78 km
6302202347 WI S 62 km
6302282211 WI S " 68 km
6312071311 WI-1 S Multiply density values by 10
6402040146 WI S Change 34 km density to 0.8554E-02
5210221421 HA G Change 48 km density to 0.1085E -02, and
change 47 km density to 0.1225E-02
6303290257 KW-2 D Truncate sounding below 63 km
6105101110 EG D Truncate sounding above 67 km
5801291906 FC-2 D 70 km
5803041930 FC-2 D 70 km
5009080700 AQ L 60 km
50091OU700 AQ L " "	 "
5009130700 AQ L
5009140700 AQ L
5010120700 AQ L It
5010140700 AQ L
5011160700 AQ L
5205290822 AQ L
5206140542 AQ L
5206160645 AQ L
5206220600 AQ L
5206230600 AQ L
5208031017 AQ L "
52091 J432 AQ L " "	 " "
5209190647 AQ L
5209250607 AQ L
5209260635 AQ L
5209270735 AQ L
5210110?35 AQ L
5210120300 AQ L
5210170430 AQ L
5210190340 AQ L
5210220955 AQ L
5210230530 AQ L
5210240535 AQ L
6411010530 BS-2 D Truncate sounding below 36 km
6506180806 BS-2 D Eliminate lowest (30 km) density value
6506220600 BS 0 Change 58 km density to 0.368E-03,and
change 57 km density to 0.415E-03
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SAPPENDIX C
TABLE C-1
PROGRAM TO EDIT DATA AND ADD JULIAN DATES
C	 INITIALIIF C10'1TFRS FOr', N( -1. OF RE(,UK')S PL 	 At. TITUnF. SE.T L(I CAT ION Cr)7".S
IMTFGFR	 ICOUNTI F-n0 ► /5()0*1/
EAL
	
KY,KN 9
 4C 
i3A -T 9 ->^i^ r 11-1 , ^i 5 rf 11, E u rfF T(rW-r H f--r H-h r ^^f rK^'! ^^4C r+^ M-r-S 4 r S E3r^-C ^-F+{^r^ ^r S•^ r Sv,
	
--"	 -
ISH,TH,IJI 	 'AI','HS', 'CA I ,'FI,'t I F—r. 1 	(,.I','NI',4HA1,'KY',
'rC3. I , 1 4S I t I P1i 1 ,'SA I r i SR i ,'SI I I I 	 ISFI •1,;F',^:i^i^r$Stl','TH911,41' •
^' H'S' ,' Wes'' /
RFAI_
	 LSGM,LSH,LAD
r r,IMFNiI'?N	 STATFAFr1T	 C,jNTAI P^S	 FIELDS
	
F ' j,:	 RLA)	 ,<FCURF)
----	 11Iai.4"" 41-- O144r441--41,-A l21-x------
INTFGFR
DATA	 3L 2, BL 3/'
C RFA,l	 ,)^^'E	 RFCORn	 -	 ST0
	 1
3C1
	
RFAn18,10^,ENt	 x:911 )lI1,1=1151 # Al 1),r111, )it.),fl	 2 ► ,Al21,A131 ► A1.1,
I(	 i(	 I),I=3 ► g),A1 F1, 3191,A(6),8(1)1tC,
	
6(1"1 1,A(71,31131,141I),1 n	 1
2^1196-11419.A1191 	 13t151,AIT2_3
	 311b1,A	 11
,N	 =	 '2N	 t	 1
IC('	 F')RMAT(-I2,A2,A3,13,A293A3,3A4,3A3,A2gA.4,2A2,F6.2•A4vt2 9	l-t t,
1A4 1 A 3, Al-, 3A21
C L IJK	 FHRAISSING	 VAKI A ALES	 -	 ST:-.f'
r )	 1 r I	 I=1,3
Irl-.--( I ).EQ.01	 GO	 T.)	 1')5
1^ 1
	
C,'NTI qUE
C)'.)
	 1C2	 I=1.21
I F (A(I).EQ.F3LI.i'4. A l11.F4	 L31	 T	 1`)`:
10?	 C0NTINUE
IF(C.LT.	 C1F.C.;T.24.
	 J	 TA	 1
C I JI)	 JULIAN	 DAY	 AT	 THE	 FIR )T	 01-	 61VE r	 YEAF.	 -	 STEP	 3
I -, Y
	 =	 72	 -	 ( 1 )
C GFT	 NO.	 JF	 JU.A' kI-YFARS	 3EFARE	 1'472
1 ,t'	 =	 IDY /4
C 6FT	 ).	 )F	 YFAGS
	
3FF.,RE	 FI,'iST	 jUAURI—YLAR
T y r,	 TOY
	 —	 « I (,^D
f... LALCJLAIL	 JJ_LIA[4 _JAY _&J. AT	 15 I..:1F.-_YEAR_ .- .',L317	 IS .JJL-IAN	 ,AY	 1/C1172-
J	 =	 41 317
	 —	
14=, 1  1 Q9	 —	 3 03	 I Y)
C F 1'd'?
	 J JL IA l i	 JAY	 AT	 f IRST 	 GI VE14	 A 1'VTtI	 —	 ST "P	 4
K	 =	 '^(?)
	 —	 1
IFIK._J.?)	 41	 T ;	 1^
j r,,	 I=I,h
IFl I.ECG.4. J 	 . I.LJ. "6.UR.1.E0.9.^JR.I	 EW.11I	 GO	 TU	 30
IF I i .F:I.21-1
	 I	 Tn	 2E
JD	 =	 JD	 +	 31
GU	 Tr)	 1013
? n	 I F 
	 IY').E,1.0)	 U0	 TH	 ?Q
Jr)	 =	 in	 t	 24
G 
	 TU _ 1Q8	 _
'71	 Ji)	 =	 JT)	 a	 29
,U	 TO	 I C 8
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TABLE C-1 (continued)
30 JD = JD + 30
IV F CINTf SUE --- - ------- - ---	 - ----	 -- -- --- --- — _ -- ---- - ---
C INCLU')F DAY OF THE MONTH• HR. 9
 MIN. OF THE DAY TO GET CURRENT JULIAN
f- f^!! Y t ME
	 Alf -$ftft N
1C9 JD = JD ; O( 3) - 1
6 1.4H----- Ftf?ATH ► ( 4t+ + -Ff_0444$4 51+1-&Or -- 	 _	 - --- - _
GMT = J I) a GMH/2' .
C C11 1UNT NO OF-R-ECORDS FOR EACH-	 STEP -6
K = D( 61
C GET CURRENT JULIAN DAY (LOCAL APPARENT) - STEP 7
f.	 A FIND LOCAL STD.-- TIME- DIFFERENCE FFUM GMT
COM = All )
IFICO'4.EQ.CG.AR.COM.EQ.FC.OR.GUM.EQ.SC1 GO TO-906---
IF(C9M.FQ.141f GO TO 915
-	 I-F	 - 
	  J T O 90 7
- ----- - - ---
IF(C0 :4.FQ.AI) GO TO 900
1F4 CON. F-Q.WO) GO TO
	
 
IF(COM.FQ.HI) GO TO	 5
IF(COM.FJ.KW) GO TJ 12_-
IF(COl.FJ.MC ) G9 TO 11
_	
_ --I F 1 C'^? `4. F :^. SFt .CIS. C^3^4. E:^. ^.-81i.-Gllt^1. ^-v}-.S^.O R.-L^bI.^+SI-i.-LlR-.-CaM.. F.^.-T-^-1
	 —
1 k;0 T') ')n4
IFICflA.EQ.CA1 GO TO 8
IF(COl.FJ.GM ) GO TO 10
IF(CU-A.EQ.8S1 6(1 TO 910---
IF(COA.EQ.SF.OR.COM.EQ.SG ) CPO TO 903
-- -- -- { t^4. F^. RA4 ^sA--T1a-91.'8-
	 —
(F(COM.CQ.KY ) GO TU	 4
IF4C9M.FQ.SAl--GQ T-O 911-----
 
-------- -	 --- --
GO TO 106
906 LSGM =--6+---------- - - -
	 --
GO TO 200
--- -911.5---1 Sls M = .. g _
GO T!) 200
007 LSGM = -7.
	
--	 --- --- -	 -	 - -
Go TO 200
900 LSGM 3 Qom..	
-	 --
GO TO 200
GO TO 200
5 LSGM = - 5^ -- ----.- --- _ _-_
GO TO 200
12 LSGM : 12.	
- -
	 - - -
GO TO 200	 -	
_	 -	
_------- ----------- -_
X11 SGM a-11.
GO TO 201
904 LSGM = -4 *
	- -
	 -	 - -	 - - - - -- --	 - - -
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AL
ATABLE C-1 (continued)
GO TO 200
	
4 L S-GM	 14.
GO T(I 200
Go TO 200
	9 1r. L SGM	 -10.
GO TO 2no
	
9r; L SG IM	 3.
Tf1 200
L. SG:4
Go T^.) 200
	
4 L SGM	 4.
Gil TO 200
	
911 LSGM	 -11.
3 GFT LOCAL STD .. TIME
2^L--L SH ;: GhUi-+ LSGM.
IF(LSGM.GT.Cs .01 GO TO 201
C	 C FOR LOCATIONS WEST CORRECT JULIAN DAY IF NECESSARY
IFfABS(LSH-C).LT.1 * L 1 GO T9 205
JD = J D + 1
LSH= LSH + 21 4.
IF(ABS(LSH-C).GE.1.. 14) :;J TO 1J7
FOR LOCATjw^ ,-, 'EAST C , )KREC T JuLf fAN DAY IF 11FCr-SSARY
2_" 1 IF(ARS(LSH-C.).LT.1.4) u-) TU 2J5
JD	 jr) - I
LSH	 LSH - 24.
IF(ABS(LjS H-C).G 1-.1.4)G0 Tj 107
C	 - F-----GAT-LOCAL. APPARf:4T,..CUFLRENa--JUL-1" L'A y-
2 1)" LAO = JD + C/24.
C k R ITE OUT RECARD
WRITE(99300)	 IP I I t I = 1 t 5) , A ( I ) 9 6 11
	 1) 6 ) 9 B ( 2) 9 4 2
	
A (3) 9 A P+
I(Btl)#1=398)#A(5)#B19)sA(b)oB(1D)oC t
	B(121vA(71•B(13)t(A(I1•I=3q1
21 ),PR( 14) ,A(
 19)vB( 15) 9A(2 M ) 0( 16) 9 A11211 9 GW), LAO
30-L- -F JP-"T-L5-121 sA2-sA3s1lo-A21 s 3A3.o.3A4 "Alt A2- *A4.a2AZak-L. "A4-s A24-
1A 4 ,  A3 9 A4 9 3A 2 9 2F 12. 4)
GJ TO 301
E f) R AND STOP MFSSAGES***********************
105 'ARITE(6j 4+00) RN
I-Cr FORMAT( 1HO9 0 THF 9 9160TIi R r-CJRD IS Ntji' C14PLETE')
1(B(1)91 = 39R)vA(5)vB(91 t A(6i t B(10) t C t
	B(12)tA(71vB113)v(A(I1vIr391
28itB(14J•A(19)tB(15)*A(20)tB(16)oA(21)
4CI F I)RMAT( lHOt5l29A2vA39l3tA293A3 t 3A4 9 3A3 t A2 9 A4 j2A2qF6.2qA4qA2qj2A3q
1A4sA3*A4#3A21
IF IR - 1FR + I
- - --LEI-U jr-isinini Gn Tn
WRjTE16t49') )
490 FORMAT(IH 0 0600 ERRURS ENCOUNTERED')
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TABLE C-1 (continued)
STOP
	
- 1ni^Fttr^^1^^,^-	 ---- -	 -------	 --- _ _ -----
GO TO 411
107 14RITE(6 9 4201 RN
---60-
42C FORMAT! 1HOOTHE LUCAL STD. TIME DISAGREES WITH THE LOCAL APPARENT
-	 ---- i T 1 14F- 04--T+FF I
-
 1,6 v' T H FKC 9Rfli}----	 — - ---- -- — - -- --- ------ --
y 9 W != 1 TE(6942-5)
-- 4 2 4—+ ;4R MATI'+404 1-	 ,	 1	 4 i f 16 G O M n L E T e#####skit#-** g i-
C WRITE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION FOR ALTITUDES
WRI TEA 6y5,01)1	 - ..	 -	 -	 -----
	 -	 -- _
50n FORMAT( 1Hl r20Xr'N0. OF ACCEPTABLE RECURDS AT EACH ALT ITUDE' ///3x,
1 9 ALTUA)DF l ,3WN0.-OF RECORDS'/)-
	 ----
00 502 I=1.5x0
-- - ----
	 4-1 WE.4 % WWf- 44r543-1-4@ I ;"'UNT (14----
	
—	 --
`+ r, 2 CONTINUE
501 F0RMATI2X•15 t 6X,I7)	 _--__--
STC P
END--
	 --
i
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TABLE C-2
FORMAT OF THE DATA TAPE
The sorted atmospheric density data has been stored in alpha-
numeric form on magnetic tape.
	
Each record on this tape represents
one observation (one altitude from cne sounding). 	 The records are
stored in a fixed length blocked format with a record length of 164
bytes and blocksize of 3280 bytes.
	
The format for the 164 character
records is presented below.
COLUMNS DATA FORMAT
1	 and 2 Year of Sounding I2
3 and 4 Month of Sounding 12
5 and 6 Day of Sounding 12
7 and 8 Hour of Sounding 12
9 and 10 Minute of Sounding I2
11	 and 12 Code for Location of Sounding A2
14 Code for Observation Technique I1
16 to 18 Altitude	 (km) I3
19 to 29 Density (kg/m 3 ) Ell.4
50 to 54 Solar Flux (1	 day lag) F 5.2
55 to 60 Solar Flux (curren
	 day) F 6.2
61	 to 66 Local Apparent Time of Observation F 6.2
67 to 72 Sub-Solar Angle F 6.1
73 to 81 Shadow Height (km) E 9.2
82 to 84 Geomagnetic Index (24 hour lag)
85 to 87 (21	 hour lag)
88 to 90 (18 hour lLg)
91	 to 93 (15 hour lag)
94 to 96 (12 hour lag)
97 to 99 (9 hour lag) "
100 to 102
If (6	 hour lag)
103 to 105
It	 (3 hour	 lag)
106 to 108
If
	
(0 hour lag)
109 to 115 Latitude of Observation F 7.2
126 to 137 GMT Modified Julian Day 	 * E12.4
138 to 149 LAT	 "	 " E12.4
150 to 161 Modified Julian Day At '' E12.4
the z-tart of the Year
*	 The modified Julian day is the Julian day less 2,600,000.5 days.
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TABLE C-3
STEPWISE MULTIPLE REGRESSION PROGRAM
C 36^	 STFPWISF	 MULTIPLE REGRESSION	 PRnGRAM,	 3/14/66
C PHASEi	 ?	 AND	 2 CAN	 BE 11VFRLAID TO CONSERVE CORE,	 THE	 STEPS	 TO
C RFADY PHASES
	 1	 AND 2	 FOR OVERLAY	 ARE:
C 1.	 SFT U P 	A COMMON	 AREA CnNSISTING nF	 RIJtXBAR,SIGMA,FIN,
C F00T,P4S,NVAR,NnBS,NIN0V.
C 2.	 SFT SIGMA	 ANn	 DATA	 EQUIVALENT 	IN PHASE	 2.
C 3,	 P("MnVF	 STATFMFNT
	
1^1 - 2	 FQnM PHASF
	
1	 AND	 INSERT	 IT
C HFHIND OIM r-NS ION	 COMMENTS CARD	 IN	 PHASF 2.
C TO MODIFY THE	 PROGRAM TO nPFRATF	 ON A	 DISK SYSTEM MAKE THE
C FOLLnWINr, CHANrFS TO THE	 SOU QCF DECK:
C 1.	 RFMOVF•	 STATFM F NT	 63^	 PLUS	 1.
C 2.	 RFMnVE	 THE	 C1	 FROM COMMENT	 C1.
3.	 PFMnVE	 THE
	
C2	 FRO 01 COMMENTS CARD C2	 AND	 INSERT	 IT
C FnLLOWING	 STATFMFNT	 1n1,
C 4.	 PE P LACF	 STATEMENT	 871	 WITH COMMENTS CARD C3 	 AFTER
C REMOVING	 THE
	 C3.
C 5,	 RFPLACF	 STATFMFNT	 61r	 WITH COMMENTS CAR1 C4 AFTER
C DFMO^ING	 THE	 C4,
C 6.	 R F PL ACF	 STATEMENT	 67 PLUS
	
2	 WITH COMME N TS CARD C5	 AFTER
C PFMOVINr,	 THE	 C5.
DEFINE	 FILE	 1(1^1^`,6n,U,TFAI
I PHASE	 1.	 T,tANSF'IPM	 ORIGINAL	 DATA,	 COMPOTE	 AND	 PRINT	 MEANS,
C STANDAPJ	 OFVTATIONS,	 AND	 SIMPLE	 CnR Q FLATTON	 COEFFICIENTS.
C DIMENSIONS
nIMFNSION	 SIGMAI5A)
COMMON/TRFRr1/
	 nATA(59),C1NST(121tlTRAN(6rl,JTRAN.(60)tKTRAN(6r)t
1LTRAN(tl,r), I ITRA14(E r ) ,I I,JJtKKtLL,MM,KYRtOLOC,ALTU,DETE(58)
C04M0 PJ/GRFD/	 RIJ154,58),XBAR(581,A1D(18)tI,JtO8S
0IMFNSIj'1N
	 SIG3(55)98(58),ID(6n1
C P QU I V AL FN r F,,
FQ11IVALENCF	 (SI^,MA(11t0ATAI1Il
C STATFMFNT	 LABEL	 1^•1	 IS	 NOT	 RFFFRFNCED.	 IT	 MARKS	 THE	 FIRST
C rXFCUTARLF	 (^TAT F MFNT	 OF	 THE	 SOUPCE	 PROGRAM,
C IC "^	 IS	 FTXF0	 DECIMAL	 PF PP FSENTATION	 OF	 ALPHABETIC	 COMMA.
E X T E D NA(	 DFHr,
C ALL
	 F-RRSFT(?)c),3^,1",2,DEHG,2ro)
I I C,14= 1 799 37 2 964
TFA=1
C Rr40	 I.`).
PEAr)(5,1)(Ain(1),1=1,18)
1 FrIRMAT(19A4)
c + FAD CONTROL
	
CARD
QFAI1(F,2)NVINtNVARtNOBS,NTRAN,NCONS,FIN,FOUT,IRFS
2 FORMAT(212,14,212,2F6.3,11)
IF(F( K I - F r)1 1T ) 1')?^,69	 ,69^
IF(NT11AN)Irr ^,71 1,7^'N
r a(_AD
	
TRANSF(1• MATI'IN	 CAROL
jnr QFAD(`, 71)(IT4AN(I1,JTRAN(I1,KTRAN(I),LTRAN(II,MTRAN(11,lrl#NTRANI
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t
TABLE C-3 (continued)
71 FORMAT(4(^121
F ( Nr ON  1 I f") 'I t
 73 1) 9
 720
C	 RFAD CONSTANT CARD
72^ READ(S,77)(C(1NST(Il,i=1,NCnNtl
72 FORM AT( 12FI^.31
C.	 INTTIALIZF.
I L 2 2 = -1
7 3 ^ PLAn(5,1C r1 1) ILT1
1^^ 1 FLI P N+AT ( 131
IL27 = IL22 + 1
LEVEL	 18	 _._	 MAIN	 DATE = 7^173	 19/39/(^f
ALTU = ILT1
NINDV=NVAR-1
!In 9 11 T=1,NVTN
X3AA(I)=r.^
00 q ^ J=1,NVIN
^r RIJ(1,J1=r.r
RFA0 DATA, FORM SUMS VFC T JR, SUMS 13F SQUARES MATRIX
NOBS = ^
IF( IL•'.?)1C^2,1r02r1003
1^ 2 PFA01 Q ,3,FN!) = 11r1 KYR,OLnC,IALTI,(OFTE(I),I=1.191
3 FOOMAT(12, 9x, A2,3X,13,E11.4,2!'X,F5.2,F6.2,F6.2,F6.1,E9,2,9Fr.0,F7.
12,1^X,3F12.41
1()^3 IF(I A LTI,LT. ILT1) GO TO 1D^.2
IF(IALTI.GT.ILT1) GU T 	 11^
NOES = NOBS + 1
T = ^^
I v (NOBS.LF.151WRITF(6,1^11) KYRiOLnC,TALTli(DETE(J),J=1,19)9I9NOBS
1C11 FCRMAT(lX,I2.,A2_r IX, I3•F11. 4, C2X,F5.1,F6.1,F6.2,F6.1,E9.2,9F5.1,F7.
12/'5Xt3F12.4,I4,.I71
tF(NTRANI10C ^,86r,75o
C
	
	
TRANSFORMATION OF RAW DATA
75 r D0 95C M=1,NTR4N
II=ITRAN(M)
i	 IF(II.LF.PIGO TO 85()
JJ=JTRANIM)_
KK=KTRAN(M)
LL=LTP.AN (M)
MM = MTRAN(M)
IF(II.IF.91 Gn TO 1591
CALL TRANX
6
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TABLE C-3 (continued)
Gn Tn P5.
1591 GO TO (760,77OtT8nt790,810,81n,820,830,,8401•II
C	 X(J)=X(K)
76" DATA(JJ)=DETF(KK)
GO TO 85^
C	 X(J)=-X(K)
7 7P DATA(JJ)--DETE(KK)
GO Tn 85n
C	 X(J)=LOG X(K)
78C DATA(JJ)=ALOG(DETF(KK))
GCS Tn 850
C	 X(J)=I/X(K)
79^ DATA(JJ)=1.0/DETE(KK)
GO TO 850
C	 X(J)=X(K)+X(L)
8-1 r DATA(JJ)=DETF(KK)+DFTE(LLI
GO Tn 85Q
C	 X(J)=X(K)*X(L)
911 DATA(JJ)=DETF(KK)*DFTE(LL)
r,O TO A517
C	 X(J)=X(K)/X(L)
142^ 0ATe(JJ)=0FTE(KK)/9FTF(LL)
GO TO 8517
C	 X(J)=X(K)+C(L)
83^ DATA(JJI=DETE(KK)FCONST(LL)
GO TO 85C
C	 X(J)=X(K)*C(L)
841 DATA(JJ)=DETE(KK)*CONST(LL)
LEVEL 18	 MAIN	 DATE = 70173	 18/39/00
95^ CONTINUE
A6C IF(IRFS)8Tn,88^987^
C	 WRITE DATA FILE
870 WRITE(I I IFA) MAT A(JIjJ=1,NVAR1
380 DU IOC J-l/NVA
X9AR(J)-X8AR(J)*DATA(J)
DO 1^C K=1•NVAR
l0 e) RIJ(J,K)=RIJ(J,KI}DATA(J)*DATA(K1
IF(N08S.LE.15)WRITE(6e68) NOBS,XBAR(1)•XBAR(41tiDATA(JReJ=1t461
:0 TO 1002
W) OBS-NOBS
Jul
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i
TABLE C-3 (continued)
(	 C'1"IPUTI- STANDARD DFVIATT0NS* r)QR kf)11TF ((IBS
- 11
ii i` 12 1' I =1,NVAR
1 	 SI B,'A AI I 1=( P I J ( I, I1 -x4AR( T I*X I Ak( I !/nBS! # 
.5
i1'-1 PIIT 1 	-')P ar LAT1nN MATRIX
''I	 13'	 I=1, Nil/ 9
1 3	 J = I ,'IVA'
I I I, 1	 J( I,JI -	 AP( I )*x9A,r j
	 IGMA(I1#SI(-;MAIJII
fr^^n_ITF Mt ,14S A N A) ST	 A"F) nF-VIATIn"'S
1	 T=l,N'/AR
x'^1')	 )=x7.A4(11/OBl5
!(4
	 1:,l At I I = SIGMA( I M IR1	 - T.i?1 * *.5
SKrP Tr Nr PE'A^'F , ;JR IT r
 T.0., AVFPA(,FS, STt!N I)ARr) UFVIATICi^JS,
ANA ST N, L)I C( Ik K- LATIN ^4T ,^Ix.
w1ZITF(C,65I(All'(IIrI=1,141
55 F`1RMAT1'1',1QA4)
rJkIT=(h,^^11
51 FORMAT( I AVF°AGE5.1
RI Tr (6,52)(i, XL; AP( I1,IC 	 I=I,Nlf,!:)V! t'IV°R XRAP NVAR 1
'i ? F qr MAT(4( I
 VAR(',Il,'1=',Fl .^,All1
WPITF(h,91
53 17 nPMtT(	 STt,'OA L ^	 IATr^Nc•1
K' O l	 (r) 9 521 ( I,SI' A I( T1, IC rlM, I = I tNI-0VI,';VAN,ST+:MA(NVAR1
A P ITFI I ,^5)
5S F'1{'MAT('"SI'"o(	 F-LATT (It .I f-,rc:FFICI`NT`_,')
09 1 « I=1,NINf V
15' wPITF( , ; 61(I,J, ? Ii i,J1,I::1M,J=I t NiN r)V1tI NVAR,RIJ(I,NVaRI
F I,1kMAT(4(' V 1P St',1 % t 1 , 9 , L,' ) =4 rF7.3,A1) 1
C	 PHASI- 2. PF nF 1P	 ST!-Po4lSF	 4LCJL4TIONS A10 P RINT PESULTS.
^	 ^Ih,c elcl;-^^I^
INIT14LT1
T om '	 VA',
19^	 1I1='.
t t T =
'iSTr P = - 1
T t'A%Sri_ 'A ST .-o V/-'TOR FP M STANDARD PFVIATI r)' ,VS TO SQ+IAR9:
lnl'TF
	
c.IMC
31 ^ 1 =I OV 1^
31	 ;TGf^II I1=SIC, •,)A(I 1*l!)BSx.S
(	 I! :_ ^ 11': S T E P '`I 1 1'4 '1 F P ^i S T F P.
1JtNVAP %IV.141 /')FI**.5I*SIGMA(MVAP!
^^ 5 ^/r^ T'i =^
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TABLE C-3 (continued)
VMAX =C.O
C	 FIND MINIMUM VARIANCE CONTRIBUTION OF VARIABLES IN REGRESSION
C	 EQUATION. FIND MAXIMUM VARIANCE CONTRIBUTION OF VARIABLES
C	 NOT IN REGPESSION FQUATION.
DO 3f'^ T=1,NfNPV
IF(RIJ(I,T)-.mr'1)3')r,3"0,21C
21^ VI= p IJ( 1,NVAR)*RIJ(NVAP ,I)/RTJ(I,1)
IF( . VI )240,3• ^,22 r'
220 If (VI - VMAX13lm,Ir"N,2.3('
230 VMAX=VI
NMAX=I
GO TO 3CQ
24 1 NIN=NIN+1
ID(NIN)=I
C	 COMPUTE RFGRESSION COEFFICIENT AND ITS STANDARD DEVIATION.
B(NINI=RYJ(I,NVAR)*STGMA(NVARI/SIGMA(I)
SIGB(NIt4)=(STDFE*RIJII,I)**.5)/SIGMA(T)
I F( VM IN 125.1 , 260, 1rC0
? 5 n 'F(VT-VMINWO,3^),76r)
26 r' VMIN=Vl
NMIN=I
30C CONTINUE
TF(NIN ► 1C00946C,401
C	 COMPUTE.-.CONSTANT_ TERM.
40r BSUBO=XRAR(NVAR)
DO 410 I=1,NIN
J=TD(i)
410 BSUBO=BSIJBO-BI I) *XBAR(J )
I F(NFNTi I00n,480,420
C _.
	
OUTPUT_ EOR - VARTABLE -- ADDED -
420 WRITE(6.57)NSTEP,K
57 FORMAT .(!nSTE^_ . NUMBER _!,12,1^X,'FNTER VARIABLE 11121
425 WRITE(6958)STDFF
58 FORMAT( •
 STANDARD ERRO.-I
 (1F '=STIMATE=',E15.4)
R=(I,-RIJ(NVAR,NVAR)I**.5
-
,WRI.TE (6_•5.31R- --
	 -- -- — - - --
	 - ---------
54 FORMAT(' MULTIPLE CORREL4TION COEFFICIENT =19F6.31
IDFN-OBS-OF-290.-__
I DFD=OF+10	
-
F=(SIGMA(NVARI**2-(STDEF**2)*lOF_+1.^11 /((OBS-OF-2.0)*STDFE **21
WPTTE(6966)IDFN,IDFD,F
66 F- ORMATA I. - 6Q O 0N.E.S_S_.
_QF__ ElS,F I's 14 .11.1 9., I4RI_ 1=19Eg.4j	
-	 -	 - --
WRTTEi6:6016SU80
6f^ FORMAT(' CONSTANT-TERM=1.9E12.41
WRITE469611
61 FORMATI_'OVAR.	 COF-F-F _ _ STO _DEV ... T . VALUE
	 - BETA COEFf'_1_
106
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A
^ LEVEL	 la ,A A I ► J DATE	 7(.17-4
TABLE C-3 (continued)
wRITF(E)9E21
1)2 F)RMAT('	 (WEEP'?
nn 43'' I=19NIN
J=ID(I)
T=I?I I I/S1 ; A ( I )
43 - e4RIiF(6,6?) 1')l I1,R( I ),SI-R( I),T,RIJ(J,NVAR)
h3 ;: nP ki AT(' '913, r 1-.'4 ,F12.4,FI .4,F1?.4)
C	 CO'ArlITF F LFV F I Fr'G MINIMU M
 VARI AN CNNTPIRUTinN VA P I ARLF
TN RF r17c SS10',' F'^IJATION.
I-L=VL=`1'-'I 	IJ("1VAR,^;NAR)
I F ( FLIT+FLFVL )4t r,46m,451
i
C
	
	 INITIAL ILE	 F *)VAL ') F `/A D TARL r- K FPO M
 E0UATIIIN.
•5,. K
= N m I
%E"IT=
DF=r)F+2
'^U Tn 5p'`
C	 ! OMPIITF F LEVEL FOR MAXIMUM VARIANCE C?NTR IBUT i n N VAR IAPLF
C	 NOT IN FOUAT ION,
46^ FLEVL=VMAX*f)F/(RIJ(NVAR,NVAR)-VMAX)
IF(FLEVL-FIN,)6)r,6'",471'
r	 INITIALIZE FnR ENTPY nF VA P IAHLF K INTO FQLIATION.
47 K=NMAX
NPJT=K
GO TO 5 n-
l 'UTP11T F OU R %/ARIABL= PFLFTFr)
43' ^ D I T FP,,E, 4 )NSTt P,K
64 O— rMAT('^STF P
 NUMBER • •I2.1''X, • 'iFLET F
 VARI:181" ' ► I2)
(',n Trl 425
I JP7,ATV MATR T X
DU F4' I=1,NVAR
IF(I-K)51'',s41,51r
D^ 53" J=1,^1VAG
IFIJ-KI52^',53^,52r
5	 RIJ1I•J1=rTJ(I,J)-RIJ(I,K)*RIJ(K,J)/PIJ(K,K)
53 r
 UMT NN OP
54" ^ nNT I tlM-
'In 5h r J=1,NVAR
► F(J-K)55P,55l,55r
55" WlJ(K,J)=RlJ(K•J)/RlJ(K,K)
56 r CONT INUr
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V
TABLE C-3 (continued)
DO 5 R r, I -1 r NVAR
IF(1 -KI57nj580j570
li7f^ RIJIIvX1=-PIJIIrK)/RIJIKrK)
v; Sr CONTINUF
PIJ(K1K)=1.1'/RIJ(K9K)
GO Tn 200
E 1 ^ IF(IRESIh17,r64^,61"
r	 PRI'IT RESIDUALS
f>1 r' IFA =1
WR(TF(69671
67 (=r RMATI r(1 OT3S
	 ACTUAL
	 FSTIMATE
	 RFSIDIIALr 1
Dn 63 F
 K=1,NOBS
FFADIIIIFA)(DATA( I1rI=1,NVAR)
FST=PS03n
110 62" I=1,NIN
J= ID( I)
6 7 ^ FST=FST+5(I)*DATA(J)
kFSIn=nATA(NVAR)-FST
WPITF(6 t
 69)K,nATA(NVAR),FSTrRFSID
68 F nQ MAT( r ',I499FI2,4/(ly,IlEI2.4))
^3'• F+'1NT INUF
C	 "f)RMAL END rF JnI3
F4
	
	 1,''11 IFND
IF(IFNn) 1"' ,
 5173'tl^l
I r"'5 ST f- P
F	 PRL:r1`. NTN, NFNT, VMIN, NCFiNSg OR NTRANS IS NFGATIVE. CHECK
C	 F f1P C n rTROL CARD FRRfIR.
 TflP
,' n q : DFGPEFS PF FRFErnM = 1'. FI7HER ADD MORE DATA OSSFRVATIONS UR
IFVrI	 11	 4AIN	 DATE = 7 1!173	 18/39/x^
')iLLTF ^NF nK Mn g E INDFPENDENT VARIABLES, SAMPLF SIZE MUST EXCEED
i l l t47^FR OF iNDFPFNDFNT VA R IABLES BY AT LEAST 20
1-1^ cTrn
r	 rupr ^^ F LEVEL Ff"R INCnMING VAR.IABLF IS LESS THAN F LEVEL FOR
?'IT(, 'INC, VAR 1 '.BLF.
1^?" STrP
r^,n
	 ti
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TABLE C-3 (continues.)
SM	 UT I ME TR ANX
COMMON/TRFRM/ DATA1 5 R),CONST(12)•TTRAN(60).JTPAN(6"1 ,KTRAN(6^),
ILTRAN(6r),MTRAN16^1,(I1JJ9KK,LL,MM,KYk,OLDC,ALTI.I,DETF(5P)
Q EAL FoJIJI(21)/79.21,79.47.79.71.,78.95,79.19,79.43,7q.6F3,7R.92,79.1
1 I,, 79.4n, 7Q. 6 4 , 7R. y 9, 79.13, 79.37, 79.(.  1 , 78.9F•, 79. 1Q, 79.35, 79.59, 7 8. 8
?4,.79,"P/
DATA bqS/'WS'/
KF = II - 1)
Gn T n (1^^,l1 n ► 12 , 13',14^,15^,I`^r17^,18!',19! 2 r"" r21C,22"r23C',24-,
1?5",26",'7^_,2R^,?9C)•KF
1' ^ JYQ = KYR - 45
A = IPETF(JJI - OFTF (KK) - FQ0IIJYP I )/365.24
NUL=IA8F(LL)
DATA(MM) = SIN(CONST011L.)*A*6.283211
IF(DETF(16).LF.^."".AND.LL.(',F.n) nATA(MM) = -DATA(MM)
RFTvinrl
11 r A = (0FTF(J.1) +rCINST(LL))/?4.r
I)ATA(M'1) = STN(A*6.283?)
RFTURN
12'' IF;OLI`F.FQ.WS) '1F T F(16) = 32.28
JY n = K,YR - 45
SLAT = 23.S*Sl'M r)FTE(JJ) - nFTF(KK) -'7QlJI(JYR))*6.2832/365.24)
nATA(MV) = C')SM)FTF(16) - SLAT)#6.213?/36 .()
!^E1"IJRN
1?^ )ATA(MM) = C(^S((^)FTF(JJ) + CnNST(LLI)*6.2E32/36^.P)
4FTI)Ptd
14^ IIATA(M") = ,.^
CH = 1?FTF(JJ) + C NST(LL)
'F(CH.C',F.35^.^)0ATA(M'41 = l.r'
RFTIIQN
15" ,JYR = KYR - 45
A = (')FTF(J.J) - D F TF(KK) - FnUi(JYP)1/365.24
11JL=IARS(LL)
)1T A('"''!) = C'-lS(CnNST(PJUL)*A*6.7832)
IF( )FTF(1F).L F .'.D.ANn.LL.cE.C) DATA(MM) = -DATA('4M)
P-FTURN
16^ A =(D r T P ( JJ) +Ct),'JS T (LL) 1/24.n
')ATA(i-M) = r.hSlA h.7932)
RFTtW1
17' A = (I lFTF(.!J)-4.^i/25. r - WIT((DFTE(JJ1-4.x)/25.^1
0 A TA( ti1'4) = SIN(A,6.2R32)
RFT^INN
	 -
1R	 A = I n F T F(JJ)-4.11/?9, r
 - AINT((DFTF(JJ)-4.^)/25.^)
OATA(MM) = CnS(A*6.)9321
kFTIJIPN'
I0'' IF( A IL.nC.E0.W ,,) PFTF( 16) = 3?.28
JYR = KYR — 45
1
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TABLE C-3 (continued)
SLAT = 23.5*SIN((0ETF(JJ) - f)FTE(KK1 - EQl)I(JYR1'1*6.2832/365.241
DATA(MM) - SIN(()ETF1161 - SLATj*6,2932/360.01
GO T[)(1Cr2n930)rLL
31 DATA(MM) s f)ATA(MM)*DATA(MM)
r,Q TO 1C
?''- DATA(MM) = ARS(DATA(MM11
1^ RETURN
2n^ DATA(MM) = SIN((DETF(JJ) + CONST(LL)1 *6.2832/36(-.01
RETURN
2 1 -) JYR = KYR - 45
IF(nLOC.EQ. WS ) DETF(16) =32.28
:VFI
	 lA	 TRANX	 nATF = 7C173	 18/39/r,"
A = ( nFTF(JJ) - DFTE(KK) - FQlI1(JY:?)1/365.24
DATA(MM) = SIN(
	
A*6.2932)
r,n T9(91",4n,q?r),LL
X71'"1
 OATA(MM)=DATA(MM)*STN(f)FTE(16)*3.1'-16/lfln.")
t;i ►
 TO 5
4r nATA(MM) = 0ATA("4M)*0ETE(l6)
r,O TO 5P
9?" ')ATA(MM)=rATA(MM)*TAN(DFTE(161*3.1416/19!'.0)
F' 4FT11PN
JYP = KYR - 45
I F (nLOC.FC. WS ) r)FT 7 (161 =32.?8
A = ( n FTF(JJ) - nFTF(KK) - FOUNJYR))/365.24
187,1 (''1M) = C r1S (	 A *6.;IS3? )
PATA(OM)=DATA(MMI*SIN(nFTF(16)*3.141b/18^.^)
30 TO 71
6" f)ATA( V'Aj = 0AT4(M4)*DFTF(16)
r,(' Tr. 7r
G 4	 ')1 T A(MMI = D4TA(MMP-TAN(DFTE(161*3.1416/18 , r)
7	 G''TUPN
23^ DATA(MM)=ADS(OETF(JJ1)
WFTORr;
2.4C nArA( MM)=ASSlSIN(DETE(JJI*6.2832/360.x-))
'?VTi1RN
25'' 0ATA(M1,4)=	 CnS(Dt=TF(JJI*6.2P32/36".01
PFTi)P^1
?^^^ IF	 0 . r 0.WS1 DETF( 151 = 32.2S
JYR = KYR - 45
SLIT = 23.5*STNf!DETF(JJ) - DFtr(KKI - EQtl[1JYRl1*692Rl2/365924)
110
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iTABLE C-3 (continued)
DATA(MM) = ABSI OETEl161 - SLAT	 )
RETURN
27(' IF(OLOC.EQ.WS ) DETE( 161 = 32.2P
JYR = KYR - 45
SLAT = 7 3.5*SIN1(DFTF(JJ) - DETEIKK) - EQ:II(JYR))*6.2832/365.241
DATA(MM) = AP.S(TAN((!)ETE1161 - SLAT)*6,2832/36C.^)
	
1
RETURN
2?C DATA(MMI = C91	 OFTFIJJ) + CONSTILL)1*,6.2832/360.'1)*DFTEIKKI
RFTl1RN
29 1" JYR = KYR - 45
A = (nETE(JJ) - DFTE(KK) - EQUI(JYR))/365.24
DATA(MM) = C0S(A*6.2832)*DETE(LL)
IF(DETE(16).LE.C.^)DATA(MM1=-DATA(MM)
RETURN,
FND
LEVEL
	 18	 DE_BG.	 . DATF = 70173
SVHRO.UT I NE DEB(;
DIMENSION S(rmA(58)
COMMON/TRFRM/ DATA(58),CONST(12),ITRAN(60),JTRAN(60),KTRAN(6^)t
1LTRAN(6r),MTRAy( 6^),( I, JJ,KK,LL.MM,KYR,OLnC,ALTUrDETE(58)
COMMON/GBED/ RIJ(58,58),X8AR(58)tAID(18)9I,J,OBS
EQUIVALENCEISIGMA(1),DATA(1)1
W R ITE(6910Q) Q5S,-I,JtSIGMA( I).,SI!AMA( J1, RIJiI,I)0IJ(J,JJ9XBAR-(I-Lt._..__.._
1XPARIJIr DATA( I),DATA(J)
10C FOP4AT(1Xt E12.4t2I50E1294)_
	
r
QFTOF?N
END
A
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APPENDIX D
TABLE D-1
RESULTS OF SECOND ANALYSIS
Altitude - 40 km R = .732
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT F SCORE CRITICAL F VALUES
F95
F* 95
Constant term .317X10-2
Latitude difference .866X10-3 117. 3.8 9.8
(Cos)
Annual	 (sin) .221X10-3 27.0 3.8 9.7
Latitude difference .156X10-3 19.5 3.8 9.6
(sin)
Annual	 (cos) -.179X10-3 8.1 3.8 9.6
Semi-annual
	
(sin) -.125X10-3 11.2 3.8 9.5
Shadow height -.178X10-3 10.0 3.8 9.4
Semi-annual
	
(cos) considered 6.2 3.8 9.3
not signi-
ficant
;emaining Variables considered <2
not signi-
ficant
Altitude = 65 km R = .822
Constant term	 .105X10-3
Latitude difference 	 .596X10-4
(cos)
Sub-solar angle	 .480X10-4
(cos)
	
327.	 3.8	 9.8
	
14.4	 3.8	 9.7
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TABLE D-1
(Continued)
Altitude = 65 km	 R = .822
VARIABLE COEFFIC[ENT F SCORE CRITICAL F VALUES
F95 F*95
O;urnal	 (cos) .315X10-4 29.4 3.8 9.6
Solar 7lux recipro- considered 4.4 3.8 9.6
cal (current day) not signi-
ficant
Geomagnetic index considered 3.3 3.8 9.5
X 24 hours lag) not	 signi-
;icant
Annual	 (cos) cansid^red 3.4 3.8 9.4
not signi-
ficant
Remaining Variables considered <2.5
not signi-
ficant
Altitude = 100 km R	 =	 .474
Constant term .677X10-6
Latitude difference -.322X1 .0
-6
11.3 4.1 11.4
!cos)
Geomagnetic index considered 3.3 4.1 11.3
(6 hours lag) nct signi-
fi^ant
Solar flux recipro- considered 2.5 4.1 11.2
cal	 (currant day) not signi-
ficant
Remaining variables considered 2.5 4.1 11.2
not signi-
ficant
113
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F SCORE	 CRITICAL F VALUES
F95	 F*95
69.9 3.9 10.3
29.0 3.9 10.3
18.5 3.9 10.2
11.6 3.9 10.2
9.8 3.9 10.1
7.3 3.9 10.0
3.8
	
3.9	 9.9
<2.5
TABLE D-2
RESULTS OF THIRD ANALYSIS
Altitude = 30 km
	
R-.75it
e
R = .717
117
27.0
114
VARIABLE	 COEFFICIENT
Constant term .145X10-1
La^itudP difference .319X10-2
(cos)
^.atitude difference .123X10-2
(sin)
Annual
	
(sin) .885X10-3
Annual	 (cos) -.107X10-2
Semi-annual	 (sin) -.734X10-3
Sui^-solar angle considered
(cos) not signi-
ficant
Geomagnetic index considered
(21	 hours lag) not signi-
ficant
Remaining variables considered
not signi-
ficant
Altitude = 40 km
Cc^-^stant term	 . 311 X i 0- 2
Latitude difference	 .823X10^^3
(cos;
3	 9.8
--	 t
3	 9.7	 -^
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TABLE 0-2
(Continued)
Altitude - 40 km
	
R = . 717
VARIABLE
Annual (sin)
Latitude difference
(sin)
Annual (cos)
Semi-annual (sin)
Shadow height
COEFFICIENT	 F SCORE
	
.259X10-3
	
19.5
	
.163X10-3
	
8.1
159X10-3
133X10-3
considered
r ►ot signi-
ficant
CRITICAL F VALUES
F95	 F*95
3.8	 9.6
3.8	 9.6
11.2 3.8 9.5
10.0 3.8 9.4
6.2 3.8 9.3
Semi-annual (cos}
	
considered
	
<<
not signi-
ficant
Remaining variables considered
not signi-
ficant
Altitude = 60 km
	
R = .716
	.159X10-3	^
	
.156X10
-3
	250
	
3.8	 10.0
	
.944X10-5	13.9	 3.8	 9.9
	
.161X10
-4
	10.6	 3.8	 9.8
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_	 ^
Constant term
Latitude difference
(cos}
Annual (yes}
Latitude difference
(sin)
Remaining steps
lost due to
computational error
TABLE D-2
(Continued)
Altitude = 65 km R = •822
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT F SCORE CRITICAL F VALUES
F95 F*95
Constant term .105X10-3
r
Latitude difference .596X10
-4
327. 3.8 9.8
(cos)
Sub-solar angle .480X10-4 14.4 3.8 9.7
(cos)
Diurnal
	 (cos) .315X10-4 29.4 3.8 9.6
Solar flux recipro- considered 4.4 3.8 9.6
cal	 (current day) not signi-
ficant
Geomagnetic index considered 3.3 3.8 9.5
(24 hours lag) not signi-
ficant
Annual
	 (cos) considered 3.4 3.8 9.4
not signi-
ficant
Remaining variables considered <2.5
not signifi-
cant
Altitude = 75 km	 R = .703
s
r
Constant term	 .180X10-3
Latitude difference .136X10-3
(cos )
Annual	 (sin) -.985X10-5
Shadow height considered
not signi-
ficant
13.7 3.9 ]0.4
13.2 3.9 10.3
1.6 3.9 10.2
^. ^
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TABLE 0-2
(Continued)
Altitude = 75 km	 R = .703
0
VARIABLE	 COEFFICIENT	 F SCORE
	
CRITICAL F VALUES
F95	 F*95
Geomagnetic index	 considered	 3.9	 3.9	 10.1
(18 hours lag)
	
not signi-
ficant
Solar flux	 considered	 3.5	 3.9	 10.1
(24 hours lag)	 not signi-
ficant
Solar flux	 considered	 3.1	 3.9
(current day)
	 not signi-
ficant
Remaining variables	 considered
	 <3.2
not signi-
ficant
Altitude = l0U km R = .474
Constani term .677X10-6
Latitude di;^fer^ence -.322X10
-6
11.3 4.1 11.4
(cos)
Geomagnetic index co^;sidered 3.3 4.1 11.3
(6 hours	 lag) not si^ni-
ficant
Solar flux recipro- considered 2.5 4.1 11.2
cal	 (current day) nat signi-
ficant
Remaining variables considered 2.5 4.1 11.2
not signi-
ficant
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TABLE ^-2
(Continued)
Altitude = 110 km
VARIABLE	 COEFFICIENT ^ SCORE CRITICAL F VALUES
F95 F*95
Solar flux reci-	 * 2.2 4.3 13.3
procal	 (current day)
Solar flux (24	 * 5.8 4.4 13.3
hours lag)
Geomagnetic index	 * 2.6 4.4 13.3
(9 hours lag)
Remaining variables
* no variables can be considered significant
a
I
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sTABLE D-3
RESULTS OF FOURTH ANAL`iSIS
Altitude = 30 km	 R = .775
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT F SCORE CRITICAL F VALUES
F95 F*9 5
Constant term .107X10-1
Latitude difference .622X10-3 69.9 3.9 11.0
(cos)
Latitude X -.119X10-3 39.6 3.9 10.9
annual	 (cos)
Semi-annual	 (sin) -.796X10-3 19.6 3.9 10.9
Latitude difference .381X10
-2
13.4 3.9 10.8
(sin)
Sin latitude X .678X10-2 7.5 ^.9 10.8
annual	 (cos)
Solar flux linear considered 6.8 3.9 10.8
(1-day	 lag)	 ^ not signi-
ficant
Solar flux recipro- considered 7.9 3.9 10.7
cal	 (1-day lag) not signi-
ficant
Sin latitude X considered 3.7 3,g 10.7
annual	 (sin) not signi-
ficant
Altitude = 35 km
	 R = .819
Constant term	 .817X10-2
Latitude X
	
.616X10-4
	
136
	 3.8
	
70.8
annual (sin}
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CRITICAL F VALUES
F95 F*95
3.8 10.7
3.8 10.7
3.8 10.
3.8 10.5
3.8 10.4
3.8 10.4
3.8 10.3
TABLE D-3
(Continued)
s
Altitude = 35 km R =	 .819
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT F SCORE
Latitude difference .389X10-3 44.0
(sin)
Latitude (absolute -.122X10
-4
25.6
value)
Latitude X -.471X10-4 14.2
annual	 (cos)
Semi-annual	 (sin) -.288X10-3 15.7
Sin latitude -.308X10-2 10.6
X	 annual	 (sin)
Sin latitude .281X10-2 9.3
X annual	 (cos)
Semi-annual	 (sin) considered l,g
not signi-
ficant
Geomagnetic index considered
(6 hours	 lag) not signi-
ficant
3.8	 10.3
Altitude = 40 km
	 R = . 8 2 7
Constant term	 .392X10-2
Latitude X	 .412X10-4
	
225	 3.8	 10.6
	
t
annual (sin)
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TABLE D-3
(Continued)
Altitude = 40 km R = .827
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT F^CORE CRITICAL F VALUES
F95 F*95
Latitude difference .209X10-3 26.8 3.8 10,6
(sin)
Latitude (absolute -.685X10-5 39.7 3.8 10.5
value)
Sin latitude X -.200X100-2 24.0 3.8 10.5
annual	 (sin)
Latitude X -.241X10-5 11.1 3.8 10.4
annual	 (cos)
Annual	 (cos) considered 6.9 3.8 10.4
not signi-
ficant
Latitude difference considered 4.7 3.8 10.3
(sin) not signi-
ficant
Semi-annual	 (sin) considered 4.8 3.8 10.3
not signi-
ficant
latitude difference considered 3.8 10.2
(cos) not signi-
ficant
Altitude = 45 km
	
R = .747
Constant term	 .169X10-2
Latitude X	 .238X10-4
	
206
	
3.8	 10.E
annual (sin)
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TABLE 0-3
(Continued)
Altitude = 45 km
	
R = .747
s
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT F SCORE CRITICAL F VALUES
F95 F*95
Sin latitude -.131X10-2 58.6 3.8 10.6
X annual
	 (sin)
Latitude difference .209X10-3 18.2 3.8 10.5
(cos)
Latitude X -.180X10-5 16.8 3.8 10.5
annual	 (cos)
Annual	 (sin) considered 10.4 3.8 10.4
not adjusted not signi-
for hemisphere ficant
Latitude (cos) considered 7.5 3.8 10.4
not signi-
ficant
Solar flux linear considered 6.6 3.8 10.3
(1-day	 lagj not signi-
ficant
Semi-annual considered 4.5 3.8 10.3
(sin) not sign^-
ficant `
Semi-annual	 ^ considered 4.G 3.8 10.2
(cos) not signi-
ficant
Sin
	 latitude X considered 3.5 3.8 10.2
annual
	 (cos) not signi-
ficant
Sub-solar angle considered 4.75 3.8 10.2
(sin) not signi-
ficant
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TABLE D-3
(ContinuE^d)
Altitude = 50 km	 R = .745
•
I
}
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT F SCORE CRITICAL F VALUES
F95 F*95
Constant term .784X10-3
Latitude X sin .185X10-4 202 3.8 10.6
annual	 (sin)
Sin latitude -.107X10-2 27.8 3.8 10.6
X	 annual	 (sin)
Latitude difference .229X10
-3
41.5 3.8 10.5
(cosj
Latitude difference .483X10-4 20.3 3.8 10.5
(sin)
Latitude X considered 6.0 3.8 10.4
annual	 (cos) not signi-
ficant
Subsolar angle considered 5.1 3.8 10.4
(cos) not signi-
ficant
Shadow height considered 6.3 3.8 10.3
not signi-
ficant
Diurnal	 (sin) considered 5.4 3.8 10.3
not signi-
ficant
Semi-annual	 (sin) considered 3.3 3.8 10.2
not signifi-
cant
Solar flux reci-
procal	 (1-day lag) considered 3.3 3.8 10.2
not signifi-
cant
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TABLE D-3
(Continued)
Altitude = 55 km	 R = ,771
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT F SCORE CRITICAL F VALUES
F95 F*95
Constant term .407X10-3
Latitude X .114X10-4 233 3.8 10.6
annual	 (sin)
Sin latitude X -.660X10-3 35.8 3.8 10.6
annual	 (sin)
Latitude difference .144X10
-3
47.1 3.8 10.^
(cos)
Latitude difference .247X10
-4
13.0 3.8 10.5
(sin)
Diurnal	 (sin) -.122X10-4 7.9 3.8 10.4
Latitude X considered 6.9 3.8 10.4
annual	 (cos) not signi-
ficant
Annual	 (sin) considered 4.7 3.8 10.3
not signi-
ficant
Geomagnetic index co^^sidered 3.G 3.8 10.3	 `
(12 hours lag) not sign i-
ficant
Altitude = 60 km	 R = .777
Constant term	 .939X10-4
Latitude difference 	 .181X10
-3
	250	 3.8	 10.6	 "
(cos)
t
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TABLE D-3
(Continued)
Altitude = 60 km R = .777
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT F SCORE CRITICAL F VALUES
F95 F*95
Latitude difference .101X10
-3
27.9 3.8 10.6
(sin)
Latitude X .776X10-6 42.7 3.8 10.E
annual	 (sin)
Latitude X -.272Xi0-6 16.3 3.8 10.5
annual	 (cos)
Latitude (absolute considered 6.7 3.8 10.5
value) not signi-
ficant
Latitude difference considered 4.b 3.8 10.4
(sin) not signi-
ficant
Annual	 (sin) considered 7.1 3.8 10.4
not siyni-
ficant
Diurnal	 (sin) considered 6.0 3.8 10.3
not signi-
ficant
25 day(sin) considered 3.^ 3.8 ?0.3
not signi-
ficant
Altitude = 65 km
Constant term	 .237X10-3
Latitude difference	 -.562X10-4
(cosj
R = .867
327	 3.8
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TABLE D-3
(Continued)
Altitude = 65 km R	 = .867
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT F SCORE CRITICAL F VALUES
F95 F*95
Latitude X .408X10-5 25.7 3.8 10.6
annual	 (sin)
Sin latitude X -.204X10-3 29.0 3.8 10.5
annual	 (sin)
Latitude sin -.761X10-4 27.1 3.8 10.5
Subsolar angle (cos) .333X10
-4
12.5 3.8 10.4
Diurnal	 (cos) .202X10-4 8.7 3.8 10.4
Diurnal	 (sin) considered 6.0 3.8 10.3
not signi-
ficant
Latitude difference considered 4.6 3.8 10.3
(sin) not signi-
ficant
Annual	 (sin) considered 4.3 3.8 10.3
not si^r^i-
ficant
Lati^ude difference considered 4.8 3.8 10.2
(sin	 ) not signi-
ficant
Altitude = 70 km
	
R = .325
Constant term	 .843X10-4
Latitude X	 .195X10-5
	
256	 3.9	 11.0
annual (sin)
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TABLE 0-^
(Continued)
Altitude = 70 km R = .825
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT F SC^rit CRITICAL F VALUES
F95 F*95
latitude	 (sin) -.152X10-4 23.6 3.9 10.9
Sin latitude X -.999X10-4 15.4 3.9 10.9
annual
	 (sin}
Shadow hei g ht considered 8.1 3.9 10.8
not signi-
ficant
Geomagnetic index considered 4.7 3.9 10.8
(18 hours	 lag) not signi-
ficant
25 day period	 (sin) considered 4.8 3.9 10.8
not signi-
ficant
Annual	 (sin) considered 2.9 3.9 10.7
not signi-
ficant
Geomagnetic index considered 3.0 3.9 10.7
(15 hours	 lag) not signi-
ficant
Altitude = 75 km	 R = .824
s
Constant term	 .365X10-4
Latitude X	 .105X10-5
annual (sin)
Sin latitude X	 -.558X10-4
annual (sin)
	
206 .	 3.8	 10.8
	
t
	
21.5	 3.8	 10.7
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TABLE D-3
(Continued)
Altitude = 75 km	 R = .824
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT F SCORE CRITICAL F VALUES
F95 F^95
Geomagnetic index -•878X10-7 12.7 3.8 10.7
(18 hours iag)
Serr,i-annual	 (si ►^) .140X10-5 10.1 3.8 10.6
SuLsolar angle considered 3.9 3.8 10.5
(cos) not signi-
ficant
25 day period (sin) considered 4.0 3.8 10.4
not signi-
ficant
Altitude = 80 km
	
R = .696
•
Constant term	 .161X10-4
Latitude X .519X10-6
annual	 (sin)
Sin latitude X -.291X10-4
annual	 (sin)
Solar flux linear considered
(current day) not signi-
ficant
25 day period (sin) considered
not signi-
ficant
Latitude difference	 considered
(sin)	 not signi-
ficant
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TABLE D-3
(Continued)
Altitude = 85 km R = .333
VARIABLE COEFFICIENT F SCORE CRITICAL F VALUES
F95 F*95
Constant term .699X10-5
Sin latitude X .126X10-5 12.7 3.9 11.2
annual	 (si I^ j
25 day	 period	 (sin) considered t;.9 3.9 11.1
not signi-
ficant
Latitude X considered 5.9 3.9 11.0
annual	 (cos) not signi-
ficant
Solar flux	 linear considered 4.2 3.9 11.0
(1-•day
	 lag) not signi-
ficant
Annual	 (sin) considered 6.1 3.9 10.9
not signi-
ficant
Geomagnetic index considered 1.8 3.9 10.9
(9 hours lag) not signi-
ficant
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TABLE D-3
(Continued)
Altitude = 90 km R = .404
VARIABLE
-
COEFFICIENT
--
F SCORE CRITICAL F VALUES
F95 F*95
Constant term .282X10-5
Geomagnetic index .200X10-7 5.4 4.0 11.6
(6 hours lag)
-7Geomagnetic index -.155X10 6.5 4.0 11.5
(9	 r^^urs	 lag)
Semi-annual
	
(sin) considered 5.0 4.0 11.4
not signi-
ficant
Annual	 (cos) considered 4.5 4.0 1i.4
not signi-
ficant
Semi-annual
	
(cos) considered 2.1 4.0 11.4
not signi-
fi cant
Altitude = 95 km R	 = .735
Constant term	 .332X10-5
Latitude difference -.183X10-5
(cos)
Latitude difference -.142X10-5
(sin)
Annual	 (sin) -.204X10-6
Geomagnetic index -.695X10-8
(24 hours
	 lag)
Geomagnetic index considered
{0 hours lag) not signi-
ficant
Se^.i-annual	 (sin) considered
not signi-
ficant
16.6 4.0 12.0
11.0 4.0 11.9
10.0 4.0 11.9
8.8 4.0 11.8
3.9 4.0 11.8
3.2 4.0 11.7
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	 =:
Latitude difference -.322X10-6
(cos)
Lati^ude difference considered
(sin	 } not signi-
ficant
Geomagnetic index considered
(6 hours lag) not signi-
ficant
latitude difference cons^^dered
(sin) not signi-
ficant
Altitude _ 105 km
Constant term
Latitude difference
(sing)
11.3 4.1 12.3
5.8 4.1 12.3
3.9 4.1 12.2
1.3 4.1 12.2
7.4	 4.1	 12.5
i
TABLE D-3
(Continued)
Altitude = 100 km	 R = .474
VARIABLE	 COEFFICIENT	 F SCORE	 CRITICAL F VALUES
F95	 F*95
Constant term	 •677X10-6
* not considered significant
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TABLE D-3
(Continued)
Altitude = 105 km
VARIABLE	 COEFFICIENT	 F SCORE	 CRITICAL F VALUES
F95	
F* 95
Subsolar angle	 *	 2.4	 4.1	 12.4
(sin)
Latitude X	 *	 1.6	 4.1	 12.4
annual (sin)
* no variables can be considered significant
Altitude = 110 km
Constant term
Latitude X	 * 5.3 4.3 14.2
annual	 (coy.)
Semi-annual	 (cos)	 * 4.2 4.3 14.2
Sub-solar angle	 * 6.2 4.3 14.2
(sin)
Latitude difference	 * 2.8 4.3 14.2
(sin)
* no variables can be considered significant
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